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Chapter 1: Introduction
The goal of this document is to produce a new Specific Plan for the City of Flagstaff that defines
future urban patterns for High Occupancy Housing (HOH) developments. The Flagstaff
Regional Plan 2030 (Regional Plan), the Flagstaff community, and research on some practices
to achieve the goals set forth within this plan will guide these patterns.
The HOH Specific Plan has been developed in response to community concerns surrounding
some of the larger buildings recently completed or in development stages. At public hearings
and workshops, the community has expressed concerns that these larger mid-rise buildings are
out of context with their surroundings or will negatively affect their neighborhoods. The goals
and policies of the HOH Specific Plan are intended to address these community concerns, while
not neglecting the “active stewardship of the natural and built environment” in the Regional
Plan’s Vision, and respecting the existing development rights that the landowners possess.
Much of the early discussion related to HOH began through the community’s process of
addressing off-campus student housing and its growth in recent years. Northern Arizona
University (NAU) is the biggest contributor to Flagstaff’s base economy, and the student’s
presence allows a more diverse mix of retail, restaurants, and small businesses than is typical of
a town of 70,000 residents. Even though NAU is its own jurisdiction and does not have to follow
City plans or regulations, the HOH Specific Plan was developed with extensive coordination
between NAU and the City of Flagstaff.

Figure 1: Downtown building that would be HOH
density if the upper floors were occupied by
residential units

HOH is defined as a development with at
least 30 units 1 or 75 bedrooms per acre in
dormitory or apartment-style units. In
most cases, reaching this density level
requires a mixed-use building to be
constructed. The Village at Aspen Place is
the first example of HOH built in the City.
For context, buildings achieving 30 units
per acre are often mid –rise buildings
that are approximately four to six stories
tall within a suburban environment that
mandates on-site surface parking,
landscape setbacks, and maximum
building coverage areas.

The delineation of 30 units per acres represents the maximum residential density allowed in High
Density Residential zones without the use of density bonuses for Sustainable Building or Affordable
Housing.
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Many examples that are just
under the 30 units per acre
threshold exist within this
suburban context, most
prominently within the
Woodlands Village
neighborhood. To provide more
context to what may constitute
HOH; in an urban environment
with buildings up to the edge of
the sidewalk, no on-site parking,
and no landscape setbacks, 30
units per acre can theoretically
be achieved with a low-rise
building of one to two story. 2
Under this definition, several of Figure 2: Suburban apartment building below HOH density
the existing historic buildings in
downtown Flagstaff, such as the Weatherford Hotel, the Hotel Monte Vista, and even the
Switzer building, which contains the Artists Gallery and Flag Terroir, could accommodate
densities of at least 30 residential units per acre above a commercial ground floor.

What is a Specific Plan?
A specific plan provides more detail with goals and policies to a specific area or topic from the
Regional Plan. All specific plans must be reviewed by the Planning and Zoning Commission and
sent to City Council for adoption. Details of specific plan requirements can be found in Title 1110.30 within the Flagstaff City Code. Specific Plans are a minor amendment to the Regional
Plan; however, the adoption of a specific plan follows the procedures applicable to a major
amendment to the Regional Plan, except for its timeline. Further details on plan amendments
and specific plans can be found within Chapter 3 of the Regional Plan.
Public participation is a large component of the time spent on any specific plan. Between July
and November of 2016, the City of Flagstaff hosted five community cafés alongside online public
engagement to listen to the public about how density, building design, and their impacts are
affecting neighborhoods, affordability, and community sustainability. Later in November the
City hosted two Open Houses containing informational presentations and posters on the topics
of NAU housing, property management, water, traffic, transit, peer cities, land use, parking, and
affordability. In April of 2017 the City facilitated an HOH focus group with a selected cross
section of the community to vet ideas and concepts in order to build consensus on how our
community moves forward with HOH. Many of the same concepts were then discussed in a
Policy Workshop open for all interested people to further gauge popularity of and trade-offs for

Dividing the square footage of an acre (43,560 sq. ft.) by 30 yields 1,452 sq. ft., so even subtracting lost
space due to hallways, common rooms etc., 30 comfortably sized apartments can be achieved on one acre
with only one story. However, it is understood that this building form would likely not be very attractive
or functional and it should instead be assumed that a HOH development in the described urban form
would likely need to be at least two stories.
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the potential policies. The release of the public review draft of the HOH Specific Plan begins a
60-day public review period, during which the City will hold more informational Open Houses
and meetings with City Boards and Commissions to clarify the plan’s goals, policies, and
limitations. After the comments received are incorporated into the document, the public
hearings with Planning and Zoning Commission and the City Council are scheduled.
After adoption of a specific plan, its goals and policies are to be considered when Council and
City staff review discretionary development proposals, such as requests for rezoning property,
updates to City Codes, or to inform the most appropriate City Capital Improvements. The
specific plan only applies in discretionary decisions and does not impact existing entitlements
on private land. When no changes to existing entitlements are being proposed for a potential
development, the development needs to meet only the existing Zoning Code, the Engineering
Design Standards and Specifications, and all appropriate building codes. However, after a
specific plan’s adoption, the City Codes and Standards can be amended to implement the
adopted policies, and therefore, “entitled” developments will have to meet the Code alterations
per the community’s requests.

History of Large Buildings and Zoning in Flagstaff
There was no zoning during the
earliest days of Flagstaff. The
city was founded in 1890.
Buildings were at first
constructed based upon the
form needed and the technology
available using the General Land
Office system of land
subdivision and sale, until the
City Engineer organized the
City’s parcels in the original plat
of 1922. This was the first
instance where the City took
action to guide the development
of private land. The largest
buildings at the time were the
mixed-use buildings close to the
train station. Many of these
Figure 3: Coconino County plat maps- assessor index map
(Flagstaff), 1939.
buildings were two stories with
retail on the first floor and
residences or hotel rooms above. On New Year’s Day 1900, the three story Weatherford Hotel
was opened. In 1926, the four story Monte Vista Hotel opened. The tallest manmade features of
this era were the smoke stacks of lumber mills to the west and southeast of the town.
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Federal statutes that enabled States and local governments to enact planning and zoning laws
were first created by the Department of Commerce from 1926-1929. Flagstaff’s first zoning code
was completed in 1949. This ordinance (officially the "Building Zone Ordinance of the City of
Flagstaff, Arizona), promoted
the "public health, safety,
convenience and general
welfare" by, for example,
regulating the location and use
of structures and land for
various land use designations.
This ordinance established the
first zoning districts; and
established use, height, setback,
lot coverage, and density
standards for each district. It
allowed building heights up to
110 feet in the Central Business
District. The tallest building
Figure 4: Smokestacks of the Flagstaff Lumber Company, year
constructed while this zoning
unknown
code was active was the Bank of
America Building in 1969 at 63
ft. tall. Prior to 1969, the Monte
Vista Hotel, built in 1927, was
the tallest building at 50 feet in
height.
Flagstaff’s next zoning update
was 1972 and the building
height in the downtown was
reduced to 60 feet because that
is the approximate height of a
mature Ponderosa pine tree. In
1991, the City adopted the Land
development Code and added
performance standards to the
classical Euclidian or
conventional zoning districts.
The Code is regularly reviewed
and modified for a number of
community concerns, changes to
other laws and policy changes.
Section P.100 of the Zoning
Code’s preamble provides more
Figure 5: Monte Vista Hotel in Downtown Flagstaff
detail on these and dozens of
other historic zoning code
updates.
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All of these amendments were completed at a time, when Arizona law governing property takins
was similar to the rest of the United States. However, following the Supreme Court eminent
domain case, Kelo v. City of New London in 2005, Arizona voters quickly passed Proposition
207 (the Private Property Rights Protection Act), which redefined the rights of a property owner
when the state or a local government exercises this power. The Private Property Rights
Protection Act requires local governments to compensate a private property owner if the value of
a person's property is reduced by the enactment of a land use law. A land use law regulates the
use or division of land, such as municipal zoning laws. This is the reason why “downzoning” 3 or
changing development standards to permit less intensive development is more difficult to
accomplish in Arizona. Property owners either must waive their entitlements voluntarily or be
compensated for the reduction in value of their property. Compensation is an expensive option
for local governments in many cases and how it would be calculated is uncertain because there
have not been any substantive court cases under the Private Property Rights Protection Act. (For
more information on legislative constraints in Arizona - See Appendix A)
The Land Development
Code was replaced by the
current Zoning Code in
2011. The purpose of the
Zoning Code is to “protect
and promote the public
health, safety,
convenience, and general
welfare of the citizens of
the City by exercising all
powers related to the
regulation and use of land
and structures within the
City that are authorized by
the City Charter and
Arizona Revised Statutes”
(City Code Title 10-10.20).
Figure 6: The Village at Aspen Place, the City's first completed HOH
This update preserved the
building
conventional or Euclidean
zones but added a new
form-based code called transect zoning. The intent behind this update was to focus the
regulations for the Downtown on place-making rather than regulating the use of each building.
This also encouraged the adaptive reuse of existing buildings, like the DuBois Hotel, because
most of them could not meet the more stringent requirements of the conventional zones. (For
more details on the current zoning framework, see the Planning and Land Use section in
Chapter 2).

Examples of downzoning would be: taking away the ability to build an office building in favor of single
family homes, reducing the density of housing units from 8 units per acre to 3 units per acre, or reducing
the maximum allowable building height from 65’ to 35’.
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Land owned by the Arizona Board of Regents is not subject to Flagstaff’s zoning authority and
therefore, the tallest buildings within the community are on NAU’s Campus. Sechrist Hall was
built in 1967 is the tallest building on campus at 110 feet in height. The new NAU Science and
Health Building can be seen prominently above the tree line on campus.

Figure 7: Sechrist Hall on NAU Flagstaff Campus
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Chapter 2: Site and Area Analysis
Many specific plans focus on a defined geographic area of the City. This Specific Plan differs in
that it will focus on a specific development type, High Occupancy Housing (HOH) that is not
necessarily geographically defined within the City of Flagstaff. Therefore, the entire City limits
will be a part of this Site and Area Analysis, with a special emphasis on the areas where HOH is
currently allowed by right.
This chapter will first give a brief overview of Flagstaff. It will then go into detail on each major
component of development that relates to HOH, starting with what Flagstaff already does, and
then followed by an exploration of these component’s potential best practices based on peer
reviewed research and an examination of peer cities and their practices. These potential
practices for moving forward will be a combination of concepts that have proven successful
elsewhere, or situations or constraints that are unique to Flagstaff. This section will not contain
concrete conclusions on the next steps but rather its purpose is to illuminate potential ideas,
solutions, and/or issues. The next part will compare Flagstaff to other peer cities that are
experiencing similar growth challenges. Finally, this chapter will analyze what geographic areas
are ready to host HOH development. Later chapters will determine our community’s goals,
policies, and vision, surrounding HOH, based upon the background established in this chapter
and the outcomes, which the community decides to pursue as coordinated throughout this
planning effort.
Maps in this chapter that are sources from other policy documents such as the Regional Plan are
up to date as of the time of this document’s publication. They should not be used in policy
analysis without referencing the original source.
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Demographics
The City of Flagstaff offers a high quality of life and is a
Figure 8: Income Characteristics
very desirable place to call home. Due to a growing
population and corresponding development, Flagstaff
has been transforming from a quaint mountain and
college town to a relatively small vibrant city, while
trying to maintain a small town identity. Flagstaff’s
rate of population growth has been constant for the last
20 years, averaging approximately 1.6 to 2.2%
annually. 4
Flagstaff’s 2016 total population is estimated at 71, 000
(U.S. Census Bureau, Population Division, 2017) with a
young median age of 26 years old. The median age for
Arizona is approximately 35 years old. Flagstaff’s
young population can be attributed, in part, to the
22,000 students enrolled at NAU’s mountain campus.
As such, approximately one-third of Flagstaff’s
Figure 9: Household Types
population is comprised of Northern Arizona
University students.
Like many similar communities, Flagstaff has an
undersupplied housing market and affordability issues.
The 2016 median housing sale price is $315,500 while
the median household income is approximately
$49,000 (U.S. Census Bureau). 24% of the Flagstaff
population is living in poverty.
Flagstaff is a diverse community. It is a community of
families as well as a large number of individuals living
alone. Nearly 20% of household types are non-family
due to our large student population; limited rental vacancies and relatively high rents may
contribute to this statistic for the non-student population. The majority of Flagstaff residents
rent; 55% of housing is rental whereas 45% of housing is owner occupied (U.S. Census Bureau).

This rate of growth is confirmed by the Arizona State Demographer, the utilities department and the
Regional Plan.

4
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Planning and Land Use
Flagstaff
Flagstaff has three levels of policy and regulations that are used to regulate growth and land use.
The highest level and the broadest is the Flagstaff Regional Plan 2030 (Regional Plan), which
serves as the City’s General Plan. The document provides community goals and development
policies that guide updates to the Zoning Code, rezoning and annexation applications, and can
be used as a community vision for the public and private sectors.

Figure 10: Flagstaff Regional Plan 2030, Planning Pyramid

In order to ensure the systematic implementation of the Regional Plan, cities in Arizona also
adopt specific plans that provide more detail about topics in the Regional Plan, or about how the
Regional Plan should be implemented in a part of the City. Flagstaff has area specific plans for
La Plaza Vieja, Juniper Point, Canyon del Rio, McMillan Mesa Village, Lone Tree Corridor, West
Side (West Route 66), and Woodlands Village. The City also has adopted one topical specific
plan, the Flagstaff Area Open Spaces and Greenways Plan (completed in 1998). The HOH
Specific Plan will be the second topical specific plan adopted for Flagstaff.
The third and most detailed level of implementation of the Regional Plan are the City Codes,
especially the Zoning Code. The Zoning Code regulates the use, form, and pattern of the physical
development of land within the City to “public health, safety, convenience, and general welfare
of the citizens.” The Zoning Code tells a property owner what uses they are entitled to and what
uses or rights require a decision by the City Council or Planning and Zoning Commission. The
Zoning Code includes a map that sets boundaries for districts that have different regulations
(For more information see Zoning Code history section). The scope of the High Occupancy
Housing Plan concerning the Zoning Code is the commercial zones, which allow commercial
mixed use buildings up to 60 feet in height (Community Commercial, Central Business,
Commercial Services, Highway Commercial), and the transect zones which allow commercial
mixed use buildings of any form (T4, T5, and T6). Residential and industrial zones and the T3,
T2, and T1 zones under the Transect Code do not all HOH densities.
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The expected outcome of the HOH Specific Plan is to better align all three levels of the City’s
planning framework concerning buildings with at least 30 units per acres, which generally
requires the construction of a mixed-use building.

Flagstaff Regional Plan 2030
Activity Centers are mixed-use areas, identified on the Future Growth Illustration (Maps 21 and
22 in the Regional Plan), where there is a concentration of commercial and other land uses
typically defined by a commercial core and a walkable pedestrian shed. In the Regional Plan,
activity centers are considered the most appropriate locations for HOH but the Regional Plan
does not specify how to address compatibility for each center. Activity Centers are expected to
include a high-degree of transit, pedestrian and bicycle connectivity. In Flagstaff, achieving
HOH requires a developer to include a mixed-use strategy, which generally means a commercial
front building (horizontal mixed use) or a commercial first floor (vertical mixed use). During the
development of the Regional Plan, activity centers were tested using rigorous land use, water,
and transportation modeling. The City and County also held public charrettes to understand the
trade-offs and impacts of their placement and scale. The Regional Plan is designed to support
the creation and enhancement of activity centers for the good of the community at a regional
scale. However, what was left to later decisions is how to make these higher density, transitoriented, mixed use places a compatible part of Flagstaff’s future.
Neighborhoods are also identified in the Regional Plan as a place type of significance to the
social and economic vitality of the community. The Regional Plan did not explicitly identify
where an activity center ends and a neighborhood begins (See Policy LU.18.15). Direction
pertaining to neighborhoods identifies several key values: their walkability and connectivity to
nearby activity centers
and open spaces,
preservation of historic
buildings, well-designed
infill, and housing
affordability.

Figure 11: Illustration of Activity Centers and the relationship to other
Place Types
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The Regional Plan also
identifies commercial
corridors (See Map 25:
Road Network
Illustration for locations)
as a place type that can
influence the scale and
shape of neighborhoods
and activity centers.
Policy LU.18.10. states
“Corridors should
increase their variety and
intensity of uses as they
approach activity
centers.” Unlike Activity
Centers, corridors do
have a defined width in

the Regional Plan. Policy LU.18.11. states that policies pertaining to corridors “apply to a depth
of one parcel or one and one-half blocks, whichever is greater.”
Activity centers are not a new concept for Flagstaff. The City’s general plan has encouraged them
since 1990. They were identified in understanding that City residents wanted to preserve natural
resources and open space while maintaining affordability and an efficient transportation system.
The 2001 Regional Land Use and Transportation Plan (RLUTP) goal related to activity centers
stated, “Commercial uses in the county will be located in activity centers in specifically
designated areas intended to serve as focal points for the community in which they are located,
and they will provide opportunities to meet area resident needs locally, while avoiding a strip
commercial pattern of development along the region’s major roadways”. The Flagstaff Regional
Plan 2030 was the first document to identify locations for activity centers and to try and define
their scale and relationship to the rest of the community. Activity Centers are identified on the
Future Growth Illustrations, which is called an illustration because it is not a parcel-specific
regulation like the Zoning Code. The Regional Plan does not preclude a property owner from
using their private development rights, which are determined by the regulations in the City’s
Zoning Code. The role of the Future Growth Illustration and other maps in the Regional Plan is
to identify where to consider rezoning requests that allow for intensive development like HOH
without the additional step of a plan amendment.

Relationship between Area Specific Plans and Topical Specific Plans
Concerns about compatibility between activity centers and the surrounding neighborhoods has
been one of the fundamental objections raised to HOH proposals. The community has examined
this issue through proposed zoning map amendments for the Standard in 2013 and the Hub in
2016. The Regional Plan discusses this compatibility generally and assumes that specific plans
for activity centers, neighborhoods, and corridors will provide site-specific guidance about what
compatibility means based on the unique context and distinctive identities of each (Policy
LU.10.4. and FRP30 p. IX-35). Some of the issues each area specific plan needs to address
concerning compatibility is:
1. What can a compatible building look like now and in the future (scale and form),
2. How will the built environment transition from a neighborhood to the activity center,
3. What to do about areas that permit by-right development of high occupancy housing
outside of an activity center.
An area plan may provide details about materials, landscaping, and architectural design that the
broader HOH Specific Plan would not address. Therefore, when there is a conflict between an
area-specific plan that addresses HOH, and the HOH Specific Plan, the area plan prevails. For
example, La Plaza Vieja Specific Plan was the first area-specific plan to address HOH issues
under the 2014 Regional Plan. A map within the plan identified parcel-specific areas of
“Commercial Edge” (activity center core), “Transition” (the pedestrian shed), and
“Neighborhood Core” (urban neighborhood). La Plaza Vieja Neighborhood Specific Plan also
identified area appropriate architecture and mitigations for large buildings to protect
neighborhood character. Future area specific plans may define these areas differently, but
should relate them back to the Regional Plan framework.
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Map 1: Locations where HOH is currently allowed and of current Activity Centers
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Zoning Code
The City of Flagstaff adopted its most recent Zoning Code in 2011, and has made several updates
since then. The code encourages mixed-use buildings in commercial zoned areas. For four of
these zones, the maximum building height is 60 feet and buildings over 60 feet in height can be
approved with a conditional use permit. Residential uses located above commercial are not
included in the allowed intensity calculations for all of the commercial zones, but do factor into
the building heights for commercial zones. Each of the following zones allows for HOH
development, by right:
•

•

•

•

Central Business (CB) District is intended for retail commercial, personal services,
governmental, business, financial, professional, and general offices. It allows for
residential uses above the ground floor Buildings and uses in this district should be
“grouped so that the shopper or user can park once and visit a number of stores and
offices on foot” There are no setbacks, smaller minimum lot sizes, and no maximum FAR
in the Central Business District.
Highway Commercial (HC) District is intended to promote a full range of automobileoriented services and residential development above and behind commercial buildings.
This zone permits the widest variety of commercial uses of any commercial zone. The
zone allows small setbacks, and a Floor Area Ratio (FAR), which is a measure of intensity
of 3.0.
Commercial Services (CS) District is intended to promote service industries and support
activities necessary to maintain viable commercial retail trade centers. It allows for
residential development above and behind commercial buildings. CS zone allows small
setbacks, and a Floor Area Ratio of 2.0.
Community Commercial (CC) District is intended to provide for commercial services
within established neighborhoods. These areas provide dispersed commercial services
and retail and a variety of housing choices. This is the only commercial district that
allows single-family homes and duplexes by right on lots less than 9,000 square feet. CC
zone allows small setbacks, and a Floor Area Ratio of 2.5.

Transect zones are the districts identified in Flagstaff’s form-based code. The form-based code
currently applies only within the Downtown Regulating Plan boundary (See Map 1). Within this
boundary, the transect zones are an option, and in order to apply them to a property, the owner
must waive their rights under the conventional zones, such as CC or CB. T4, T5, and T6 are the
only zones that allow HOH in the form of the commercial block building and some residential
buildings types. Currently, the commercial block building type has few development standards,
and the Planning and Development Services staff is working on changes to the building type that
would better set them within the context of each transect zone and neighborhood. The policies
in this document related to transect zones are being developed concurrently to an update in the
commercial building type standards in the Zoning Code.
•

•

The T4N.1-O Neighborhood zone is intended to provide a transitional district between
commercial and residential uses in the T4N1 and T3N zones. Along major commercial
corridors, T4N.1-O is located behind T5 or along smaller commercial corridors; T4N.1-O
fronts the street.
The T5 Main Street zone “provides neighborhood-serving commercial and retail uses in a
main street form, and provides a variety of urban housing choices, typically in smaller
units.” It runs along major commercial corridors.
12
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•

The T6 Downtown zone reinforces and enhances “the vibrant, walkable urban downtown
core,” and enables “it to evolve into a complete neighborhood.” This zone overlaps within
the Central Business (CB) district.

Map 1 shows the areas of the City that currently allow HOH by right in blue. This entitlement
may occur because of commercial or transect zoning standards. Anywhere that is gray on the
map above would need to be rezoned before a property owner could build an HOH development.
For an area to be rezoned to a commercial zone or a transect zone that would allow HOH
development, the parcel must be located in an activity center, and be consistent with Regional
Plan goals and policies and any applicable specific plans. Once adopted by Council, this specific
plan will provide more detailed policies for how to achieve conformance with the Regional Plan.

Practices Moving Forward
The Regional Plan Vision for Growth and Land Use Chapter states, “In 2030, our community
continues to grow in a smart and connected way, making investments in efficient infrastructure,
alternative travel modes, and promoting housing choice while seeking to reduce sprawl. The
land use decisions made in the region promote a healthy lifestyle and quality of life desired by
many” (Page IX-1). The key strategy to achieving this vision is investment in complete and
connected places that are anchored by compact development, in other words, the activity
centers. The direct benefits of this strategy are that the cost of administering essential services is
reduced for the city and utility companies, and land consumption is slowed or reduced from new
development. The Great Communities Collaborative, a non-profit that researches affordability
and transportation issues, states that in compact development areas “stores have enough local
customers to stay in business, transit systems have enough riders to justify the public
investment, and parks have people strolling through keeping the neighborhood safe.
Community services including childcare, medical offices, banks and post offices also have
branch locations frequented by people living within walking, biking or transit distance” (Great
Communities Collaborative 2009). In the Regional Plan, achieving the community goals for
open space preservation, housing affordability and choices, mobility and transportation, and
economic development are all inextricably connected to our ability to achieve complete,
connected, and compact development. The Regional Plan ties all of these together with the
concept of compact development on Page IX-16, stating “Encouraging the option of compact
development for the region allows for the following to be achieved while still respecting
Flagstaff’s scale, character, and design traditions:
o
o
o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o
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Support economic vitality
Well connected access for pedestrians, bicyclists, cars, and transit
Appropriate multi-modal thoroughfare design
Medium to high densities in appropriate contexts
Provision of a range of housing options including smaller housing types on small lots and
multifamily housing options with shared amenities
A mix of uses, i.e., several types of housing, commercial, and office space are located in
close proximity with civic spaces to provide vibrant commercial spaces, quality places for
people to live, and to support infill and reinvestment of existing developed areas.
Interconnected streets
Innovative and flexible approaches to parking
Access and proximity to transit
Reduction of sprawl on the periphery of the region

o
o
o

Support of conservation and open space goals as well as watershed protection
Minimize traffic congestion
Reduced miles of streets and utility infrastructure resulting in lowered City operating
costs

As the Regional Plan states, the key to achieving the goals of compact development is the
enhancement of community character and neighborhoods. The Regional Plan defines
community character as “the combination of qualities and assets that establishes our unique
sense of place and promotes a high quality of life for our residents and visitors” (Page VIII-1),
and that emphasizes the community’s desire to “build and improve healthy and diverse
neighborhoods, while maintaining affordability and connectivity to the greater region” (Page
XIII-1). These elements represent the aspects of place and community that make Flagstaff
unique. This is the most challenging balance to maintain, and the measure of the HOH Specific
Plan’s success will be how well it moves the City forward in addressing these trade-offs.
Great Communities Collaborative (2009) suggests that the following design elements that help
achieve appropriate compact design:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Buildings with varied surfaces
Pedestrian friendly design
Well defined open space
Landscaping
Parking hidden from the street
Shared facilities
Mix of uses: retail, housing, office and community services

Flagstaff’s Regional Plan, specific plans, and Zoning Code already have policies and standards
that address all of these issues to some extent. The HOH Plan will offer refinements that can
improve the implementation of these features in activity centers and HOH developments.
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Northern Arizona University Housing
Flagstaff
Even though HOH is not exclusively a student housing issue, the demand for housing by
Flagstaff’s rising student population is a major component of the development interest the City
has seen so far. So while this report will discuss HOH broadly, this section will focus on its
relationship to Northern Arizona University’s housing trends and contributions.
Northern Arizona University’s Flagstaff campus had over 22,000 students in 2016. NAU
students therefore account for approximately 30 percent of Flagstaff’s population. NAU has
been experiencing rapid growth in recent years. NAU is planning for a Flagstaff campus
population of 24,000 in 2025. The rate of growth for enrollment at all NAU campuses, including
online has been on average 4% over the last 10 years. The slower projected annual growth
expected for the Flagstaff campus, near 1 percent, is primarily due to an expectation of faster
online and extended campus growth. The total student growth is expected to be from just over
30,000 students in 2016 to nearly 35,000 students by 2025, still a slower annual growth rate
than the previous decade, near 1.6 percent.

Figure 12: Infographic on NAU Enrollment, Housing, and Parking

For comparison, between the years of 2005 to 2016, total enrollment at Arizona State University
(ASU) grew at an annual rate around 4.4 percent and has a current enrollment of over 98,000.
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The University of Arizona (UA) grew at an annual rate near 1.5 percent with a current
enrollment of nearly 44,000. Arizona’s population as a whole has been growing at an annual
rate near 2 percent for the last 15 years.
NAU is in the top 1 percent of universities nationally for total on-campus housing capacity. The
Flagstaff campus of NAU has over 9,000 beds and their on-campus housing stock continued to
grow. NAU has 626 new beds available in Fall 2017 and another 630 opening in Fall 2018. 41%
of NAU’s Flagstaff campus students have the opportunity to live on campus. For comparison,
ASU has over 50,000 more in-person students and only 2,300 more beds while UA has over
11,000 more in-person students and 2,400 fewer beds. Those schools therefore have the ability
to house only 16 percent and 15 percent, respectively, of their in-person students on campus.
A bed in a dorm at NAU costs approximately $650 per month. A two-bedroom apartment near
NAU costs approximately $1,600 per month, or $800 per person per month. It is understood
that Flagstaff is generally more expensive to live off-campus than either Tempe or Tucson.
Looking at currently available apartments, a two-bedroom apartment near ASU is closer to
$1,100 while a dorm bed is more expensive than NAU at approximately $750 per month. Tucson
has many two-bedroom apartment options below $1,000 and dorm bed costs start near $750
per month. These in-state comparisons show that living off-campus is more expensive than
living on-campus in Flagstaff while it is cheaper to live off-campus in Tempe or Tucson. This
cost difference between housing markets around university was one of the common themes seen
in other peer cities in Oregon and Colorado.

Practices Moving Forward
At most public universities throughout the nation, it is common to live on-campus for a portion
of your college career and then live off-campus for the rest. The majority of upper-classmen,
graduate students, and non-traditional students do not wish to live on campus. Therefore, at a
point, building more campus housing no longer meets the demand for those students. NAU has
a history of providing more housing on-campus than most other universities in part because of
the limited off-campus and affordable rental options within the rest of the City. Both ASU and
UA prioritize and encourage freshman to live on-campus citing the substantial benefits to
academic success for a freshman that lives on campus but they do not have much housing
available for other students. After a student’s first year, ASU’s and UA’s on-campus housing has
difficulties competing with private development around their campuses.
The question of housing our college population is not simply “on” vs. “off” campus. The distance
to campus for those students choosing to live off-campus is an important component. While a
graduate student, for example, likely prefers the freedom of living off-campus, they most often
prefer to still be very close in order to have the flexibility to access campus facilities whenever
they need, especially with the inconsistency of a class and events schedule. Previous studentoriented development has responded to this location demand. For example, the largest student
housing developer in the nation only has one development located more than three miles from
campus and 85 percent of their developments are within one-half mile from their respective
campus. Flagstaff has been consistent with this overall trend, as it has not received a proposal
for HOH at any significant distance from NAU.
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Map 2: Locations that allow HOH development by right and HOH development that has been
constructed or is under City review

The distance to campus is not the only component of a successful location. Most students will
also want a mix of amenities near their residence, such as restaurants and entertainment. The
right volume and type of amenities may lessen the barrier of distance from campus, if most nonschool activities can occur near one’s place of residence. A potential best practice for these
amenities is to have them exist as a component of the community as a whole and not as an
internal component of a student-centric development, which is also consistent with the Regional
Plan direction about activity centers. At many levels, it is important to ensure that a university is
a part of the community and does not exist in an enclave apart from its surroundings. A
component of this practice should be seen as incorporating students into the everyday fabric of
Flagstaff. Off-campus student housing may operate best if it is a stepping stone for a student to
become a part of the Flagstaff community with the goal of keeping highly educated workforce in
our community, once their degree is completed.
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Property Management
Flagstaff
Any multi-family building can serve students, families, retirees, and seasonal residents through
its location, interior configuration, and amenities. Fair and professional property management
plays an important role to ensure the safety of residents in and neighbors of higher density
residential developments. Property managers are responsible for safe, efficient, and effective
operation of rental properties, including upkeep and maintenance, tenant screening, enforcing
lease provisions, and security. In college towns, student housing management is a particular
niche of this field. Even though certain properties or companies market their housing to college
students, all HOH developments must adhere to the provisions of the Fair Housing Act and
cannot discriminate in the sale or rental of housing based on race, color, national origin,
religion, sex, familial status or handicap. Therefore, even “student housing” must serve the
entire community.
One way that the City and Northern Arizona University have addressed the issue of off-campus
student housing is to hire a Community Liaison in 2016 that can work with the City,
neighborhoods, and students to address education and partnership between students living offcampus and the community. The City of Flagstaff also promotes safety in multifamily housing in
the Crime Free Multihousing Program run by the Flagstaff Police Department. The program is
voluntary for rental properties, unless the property has had multiple citations under the
Nuisance Party Ordinance adopted in 2016. The programs purpose is to reduce crime, drugs,
and organized crime on apartment properties. The program offers training, inspections, and
coordination with law enforcements.
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Essential Services
This section is organized around the provision of essential services to and from an HOH
development. Stormwater runoff needs to be controlled throughout the City. Water needs to be
considered from its surface or sub-surface source to its customers. Sanitary sewer needs to be
considered from the customer through its ultimate treatment. Trash needs to be disposed-of
efficiently and sustainably. Lastly, the privately run energy and communications services need to
adequately provide for their customers.

Stormwater
Flagstaff
Stormwater is intended to be adequately controlled by the City of Flagstaff through an
infrastructure system containing gutters, storm sewer pipes, dedicated drainage-ways, and
naturally occurring washes or rivers. New development is not allowed to build within the
floodway (a theoretical compression of the 100-year flood into an area of conveyance) or the
Rural Floodplain (areas specifically set aside) of an existing wash or river. Development within
the 100-year floodplain is allowed if it is adequately above the expected flood elevation or has a
reinforced commercial-only first floor. These floodplain/floodway rules are set by Federal
policy.
The addition of roofs, pavement, and other hardscapes to an area increases the peak flow and
volume of water to the system since these surfaces do not allow any infiltration, unlike the
natural ground. To protect downstream conveyance structures and surrounding areas from
increased peak flow, the additional water created through development is typically held on-site
with one or more detention basins that outlet at a rate that existed before the development.
The infrastructure required for treating stormwater is guided by the City of Flagstaff Low Impact
Development (LID) policies that also serve to mitigate stormwater volume increases. To clean
the water that gathers oils and sediment from a developed site, a series of small retention ponds
capture the “first flush” of stormwater runoff and its pollutants. This design approach filters and
captures the pollutants on-site. The polluted sediment is then periodically removed from the
property owner during routine maintenance, avoiding a concentration of pollutants
downstream. Most new development will need to treat and detain its stormwater while some
redevelopment may only need to treat their stormwater. Where land is more limited or costly,
mechanical underground systems are often used to clean the first flush.

Practices Moving Forward
Building within a floodplain will often require a certain economy of scale for profitability. One of
the largest impediments for redevelopment in and near downtown Flagstaff is the fact that much
of it is in the floodplain. Building in the floodplain necessitates raising the finished floor
elevation above the expected flood elevation (averages 5 feet deep within the Southside
neighborhood) and/or flood-proof reinforcing a commercial-only ground floor. Many flood-proofing construction measures for commercial buildings, such as adding adequate strength to
flood-proof glass can be more expensive, than traditional commercial construction. The
expenses associated with “flood-proofing” a structure is a contributing factor toward the
consolidation of parcels in order to make the “flood-proofing” pay for itself for each project. The
most walkable areas of Flagstaff are composed of finer grain small to mid-scale developments
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that create a diversity of buildings along a street. Flood proofing and on-site retention of
stormwater can affect the scale of development by encouraging developers to build larger
projects to offset higher construction costs. Most of the finer-grained, smaller buildings,
especially within the Southside neighborhood, pre-date the current flood prevention standards
and could not be constructed similarly today.
Taking downtown and its surroundings out of the floodplain can eliminate the associated design
challenges. The City of Flagstaff has been working toward a flood-control solution through
downtown and the Southside neighborhood for a number of years. The Rio De Flag and Clay
Avenue Wash underground culverts, when constructed, would be able to contain the entire 100year flood. Therefore, if that project is completed, central Flagstaff will no longer be in
floodplain that exceed the Rio de Flag’s channel banks. This would greatly reduce the cost of
new development in most of the area currently delineated as floodplain and the economic
impacts of flood and flood insurance on the Downtown and Southside. The total cost of this
project has been its primary hindrance; it is currently estimated over $100 million.
On-site stormwater mitigation requires the dedication of land or expensive underground
systems. Every square foot of land used for detention or treatment on a site takes away from
space that could be used otherwise. In very low-density suburban environments, this additional
space can appear and function as a part of the landscaped area but in denser urban areas, it
more directly limits the lot’s potential. This loss of potential is especially true for smaller parcels
and is another contributing factor (see Parking discussions) working against a smaller-scale
development. A development’s profitability can be increased by consolidating smaller parcels to
take advantage of particular benefits that some of the smaller parcels might afford, and by
increasing the vertical development since stormwater, mitigation is calculated by the impervious
surface area that does not change with vertical development. Again, most of the finer-grained,
consistent streetscapes throughout central Flagstaff were developed before the current LID and
detention standards, and could not be constructed similarly today. Constructing a larger
detention basin or LID system that services multiple sites will provide flexibility in how and
where mitigation infrastructure is constructed. Large centralized systems can also result in a
more efficient use of land and better place-making in the urban environment. A smaller-scale
development could then pay into that more efficient and larger-scale system instead of
constructing their own, often allowing more flexibility and overall feasibility to their project
while saving money. This option would be one contributing factor toward avoiding stagnation
on small lots until its underlying value warrants consolidation for a single large project while
allowing the middle class an ownership stake for their business (see Economic Development
discussions). These consolidated systems should be seen to detain or treat multiple lots and not
be confused with flood-prevention regional detention systems that service multiple square
miles.
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Map 3: Floodways and Floodplains in Flagstaff
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It is expected to be difficult and expensive to find ideal land within a dense commercial district
that can be used for stormwater mitigation by multiple sites. The City’s current policy does not
allow mitigation of stormwater impacts from private development in public rights-of-way. Other
cities have programs that allow for right-of-way to be developed in such a manner when it
benefits the public and is paid for, and maintained by the adjacent private property owner.
Therefore, stormwater mitigation could be a component of a landscaped parkway or
underground systems could exist under a wide sidewalk. These alternative ways of managing,
the issue of stormwater impacts has risks and benefits. LID in a landscaped parkway could
enhance the feature while allowing the building to directly interact with the pedestrian realm.
Under-sidewalk systems could be more efficient, if they service multiple parcels at a time, they
would likely exist at a more natural low-point where water already drains than other locations
on-site, and the system would more directly connect the public storm drain that commonly
exists under the street. However, the cost of maintaining these improvements may eventually
fall to the City if a property owner has financial difficulties and it may not be an appropriate
consideration at every site. The City’s stormwater division has just begun a “green
infrastructure” project to start evaluating the possibility and trade-offs of changing the City’s
policy.

Water Supply
Flagstaff
The supply of water in the Southwest
is typically a more controversial topic
than other utility distribution
systems. Theoretically, we can build
ourselves out of any other utility
challenge but we cannot create more
water to use. In response to our
region’s potential issues, Arizona is
the only state to require specific cities
to forecast 100 years in to the future.
Flagstaff is not required to but has
opted into this methodology.
As a component of the land use and
transportation modeling for the
Figure 13: Upper Lake Mary
Flagstaff Regional Plan 2030, a 100year adequate water supply study was performed. Accounting for the projected Flagstaff
population growth, water recharge was modeled to match depletion within three percent around
the year 2115. The City is essentially mining our water resources very slowly. The sources of this
water are diagramed in the City of Flagstaff 100-year Designation of Adequate Water Supply
chart and include area surface water, reclaimed water reuse, local groundwater, and the
groundwater at Red Gap Ranch once Flagstaff’s population reaches approximately 106,000.
Water supply conditions are monitored and tracked with a report every year to the Arizona
Department of Water Resources. These models are fully updated at least every 10 years. The
updates account for changing conditions, including changes in land-use patterns.
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Figure 14: Graph of Water consumption and population growth, 1980 to present

Figure 15: Graph of anticipated water supplies based and future population growth
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Cultural shifts, technology improvements, and national and local water conservation efforts
have helped overall water use per capita drop over the past two decades. Since 1989 the City of
Flagstaff has grown by 30,000 people yet the total acre-feet of water used has remained
constant.
To evaluate the City’s water supply resiliency, the City of Flagstaff has produced a Climate
Change model attempting to account for a worst-case scenario. The model accounted for no
surface water in Upper Lake Mary, a 25 percent reduction in natural recharge and a 25 percent
increase in evapotranspiration. Incorporating these changes still provided adequate supply to
the City for 100 years but with an additional two percent groundwater depletion from the
baseline models.

Practices Moving Forward
Typically, higher density
developments use less water per
household than lower density
developments (City of Flagstaff,
2009). The Regional Plan’s growth
assumptions were tested through
several multivariate modeling efforts
documents in the Land Use Scenario
Analysis. This analysis modeled five
scenarios of future growth patterns
within the Flagstaff Regional and
considered their impacts across
water, transportation, sustainability
and other metrics. The Grow In
scenario, which accounts for infill
development at a higher density being
a major component of Flagstaff’s
population growth, requires the least
water (ADOT, 2013). HOH located in
activity centers is in-line with this
preferred growth scenario. Further
progress can be made toward water
conservation within the context of
HOH. Within their landscaped areas,
HOH could implement more native
Figure 16: Estimated gallons of water used per day per
landscaping or incorporate rain
household or per acre based on type and intensity of use
sensing or related technologies within
the irrigation systems.
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Water and Sanitary Sewer Distribution
Flagstaff
All public sanitary sewer systems within the City of Flagstaff gravity-flow toward the City’s two
treatment facilities. The Rio De Flag water treatment plant is near where the Rio De Flag passes
under Interstate 40, and the larger Wildcat Hill water treatment plant located near Picture
Canyon. New sewer lines start at eight inches in diameter and increase in size based upon their
ultimate upstream uses and resultant expected flows, eventually entering a regional main that
flows directly to the treatment plant. These regional mains, or interceptors, are over 27 inches in
diameter. Older and possibly undersized lines exist throughout the City. A development that
requires more capacity than the existing downstream system provides is required to upgrade
that system as a part of their development. Upgrades can range in cost from a simple single
block replacement to potentially replacing existing sewer lines with larger lines all the way to an
interceptor line or even constructing private lift stations to get the site-generated sewage into
the city’s gravity system. Adequate water distribution to any development functions similarly to
the public sanitary sewer system. New public water mains also start-out at 8 inches in diameter
and increase in size based upon a network analysis of the surroundings and their demand. Any
new development that requires more capacity than currently exists is required to upgrade that
system
Map 4: Existing Water Delivery System
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accordingly. All new development shares in the overall cost of these systems when they purchase
a new water meter and pay sewer capacity fees to the City of Flagstaff.

Private development’s potential sanitary sewer and waterline upgrade projects will often be
coordinated with a broader picture need for the City of Flagstaff for a variety of reasons in order
to take advantage of the already necessary mobilization, trenching and/or general disruption.

Practices Moving Forward
There are locations throughout the City of Flagstaff that do not currently have adequate water
and/or sewer infrastructure to serve higher densities. Undersized or aging infrastructure may
deter future developments, especially the smaller scale developments that do not have the
economy of scale to overcome expensive initial utility replacement costs. The Flagstaff
community can help direct or incentivize development in preferred locations by providing
adequate infrastructure in front of development. However, getting too far ahead of potential
development may just cost the City money with uncertain returns. While it may not make
financial sense to build an entire infrastructure network with no certain development plans, it
likely makes financial sense to initially install utilities that can accommodate higher density
developments rather than installing the minimum utility infrastructure in certain strategic
locations. For example, installing a 12-inch line instead of an eight-inch line will be marginally
more expensive since the trenching, labor and mobilization costs are relatively similar for either
size line.
Cities indirectly subsidize the maintenance of infrastructure for low-density suburban style
developments. Utility and general infrastructure maintenance costs are easy to overlook when
considering patterns for new development. While the initial cost of infrastructure may get
passed more directly upon the developer and therefore the user, the maintenance costs are
typically borne by the community as a whole, regardless of the pattern of how they specifically
live. The life expectancy of water and sewer lines are approximately 80 to 100 years. The
replacement of these utilities will cost a city approximately $215,000 per small block. The life
expectancy of the surface improvements is closer to 20 years, so every 20 years the city should
spend another $45,000 per block. At a residential suburban density, this equates to
approximately $600 per year to pay for the maintenance of City owned infrastructure in front of
a single house. Whereas the residential density of townhomes would equate to $200 per year per
household; the density of HOH would equate to under $50 per year per household. These
numbers should not be seen as exact representations of costs but they do demonstrate the costefficiency gains for infrastructure maintenance at higher densities and the indirect subsidies
that people living in sprawling environments currently enjoy.
The Regional Plan recognizes that new development patterns will have an important influence
on the cost of providing essential services to the Flagstaff community. Denser infill and
redevelopment is much more efficient from the standpoint of water, sewer, and stormwater
management, and needs to be balanced and integrated with the place-making principles of the
Regional Plan. The following goals and policies recognize this need for enhancing the City’s
services:
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Solid Waste and Recycling
Flagstaff
Multifamily complexes struggle to divert a significant amount of their waste stream. Together,
the multifamily and commercial sectors recycle only 10% of their waste. Unlike the single-family
residential sector, multifamily complexes have to opt into recycling when purchasing waste
collection service from either the City or a private hauler. State law also requires that private
companies be allowed to compete with City to manage trash and recycling for multifamily and
commercial sectors. The City does not currently require these private haulers to provide
recycling service to its customers. . While many complexes choose not to provide any recycling
service, most do not provide an adequate number of recycling dumpsters to reduce the
inconvenience of recycling. At complexes who have opted into recycling service, education to
residents is often left to property managers who are not required to provide any specific
materials to residents to inform them on how and where to recycle which leads to contamination
of recycling when that option is available.

Practices Moving Forward
There is interest in the community to increase our waste diversion rate. Increasing the rate for
multifamily buildings will contribute significantly to the City’s overall goals. Currently, City
Code does not require certain infrastructure that would enable property managers and residents
of HOH to recycle properly, such as separate garbage and recycling chutes, as well as dual
enclosures to handle recycling and trash containers. This infrastructure is essential to adequate
diversion, as it eliminates inconvenience and makes recycling one’s waste as easy as landfilling
it. Even if a property manager does not choose to invest in recycling service initially, the
infrastructure would allow them to start an effective recycling program should they choose to
make the investment later on in order to meet future diversion goals/mandates or tenant
demands. Adding infrastructure, such as garbage chutes or enclosures, is difficult and costly
when added after the initial construction. For existing buildings, the City could still incentivize
adding more recycling infrastructure. To reduce the costs of implementing successful recycling
programs, peer cities, such as Boulder, have employed grants and rebates to help reduce the
costs of building extra enclosures, purchasing indoor recycling bins, and educational materials.
Another challenge to waste diversion and prevention at multifamily or HOH complexes is the
frequent resident turnover, which creates a need for ongoing education. In some of our Peer
Cities, property managers are required to provide specific educational material to help tenants
recycle the right items in the correct place.
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Energy
Flagstaff
The City of Flagstaff does not control the privately run energy and communications services.
They have many of the same infrastructure challenges and limitations as water and sanitary
sewer. These services often share crowded right-of-way with the City of Flagstaff or exist within
their own easements. While the City does not control the infrastructure to provide these
services, there is a vested interest in using them efficiently. The City currently uses the 2009
International Energy Conservation Code.

Practices Moving Forward
Buildings consume approximately 40 percent of all energy in the United States. HOH
developments present an important opportunity to reduce community energy use because of the
high number of residents and activities that can occur in them. Each HOH project that
incorporates greater energy conservation and efficiency measures helps Flagstaff move forward
in reducing overall greenhouse gas emissions. Building for efficiency reduces the end user’s
energy bills and helps insulate them from energy price fluctuations. Studies have shown that
more sustainable buildings have higher occupancy and lease rates, and improve occupant health
and productivity (SWEEP, 2010).
The City would encourage all HOH developments to incorporate renewable energy. Preplumbing and pre-wiring are often presented as a lower-cost alternative to installing renewable
energy features during construction. These up-front efforts make future installation more
affordable for future owners or residents, especially as renewable energy technology continues
to improve.
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Parking
Flagstaff
Parking has been raised as one of the biggest and most complex community concerns regarding
HOH developments. Parking is provided in three forms: on street, on-site and off-site. In
Flagstaff, All roads except for major arterials are designed with on-street parking on one or both
sides. On-site parking takes the form of surface lots or structures that allow for developmentspecific parking on each individual development. HOH often includes structured parking that
serves commercial customers and residents in a mixed-use site. Off-site parking is public or
private parking areas that serve multiple properties and business such as the parking lots in and
around Downtown and the Southside.

Off-site and On-Street Parking
In 2017, the City of Flagstaff is implementing a managed parking system for the Downtown and
surrounding area that can eventually be expanded to anywhere in the city where parking
management is needed. The need for a comprehensive parking system has been a hotly debated
topic for over 50 years. Recently, the availability of parking in residential areas in the Southside
has become scarcer. A past parking consultant report commissioned by NAU stated,
“Residential parking permit programs have been established in many communities across the
country to manage neighborhood parking and maintain positive town/gown relations while
preserving community vitality in neighborhoods in close proximity to universities.”
Map 5: Area of initial regulation for Flagstaff's new parking management program
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Looking into this issue and talking with stakeholders, it became clear that the spillover parking
is also occurring in the Southside commercial areas, the Phoenix Avenue parking lot, and in
certain areas north of the railroad tracks. Introducing parking management in the Southside
would have a predictable impact of pushing the spillover parking into other neighborhoods such
as La Plaza Vieja, Townsite, and the North End. This parking program is set up so that it can be
expanded at the property owner’s request into these areas. The core tenets for defining a
solution in developing the new parking program were:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Parking is a public resource.
Limited resources require management.
People park where it is advantageous.
All parking is paid for … by someone.
No one should have an advantage over another.

In order to achieve these tenets, the Comprehensive Parking Management Plan will implement
Employee and Residential Parking permits, pay stations, and eventual construction to increase
the availability off-site parking in these areas.

NAU On-campus Parking
Parking for students, visitors, and employees on NAU’s campus has been managed through a
permit system for several years. NAU currently manages 8,827 parking spaces in surface lots
and parking garages throughout campus and is adding 706 new spaces this Fall semester.
Permits range in cost from $351 per semester for students who live on campus and are willing to
park in remote lots to $585 per semester for students and employees that want a spot in a more
centrally located parking garage with rates in between. On-campus parking demand for student
has been low; only 25% of students who live on campus bring their own car to campus, and only
20% of students who live off campus have purchased parking and registered a car on campus.

On-site Parking
Parking strategies in the Flagstaff Zoning Code are varied depending on the zone, type of use
and context. There are tailored minimum and maximum requirements for parking in Flagstaff,
depending on the site’s context. For conventional zones, parking is determined by factors such
as commercial square footage, number of employees, and number of units. Rooming and
boarding requires that there be a parking spot for each bedroom leased, while the typical
residential parking requirements are close to an average of 0.7 parking spaces per unit. Sitespecific calculations are based on the number of bedrooms within each unit and the need for
guest and employee parking. In the transect zones, where parking management is about to be
implemented, transit is frequent and readily available, and walking and biking create a “park
once” atmosphere, parking requirements are lower. Each of these requirements is trying to meet
different community goals. The Transect requirements are trying to create walkable, vibrant
central district with a “Park Once” environment, the conventional zones are trying to ensure that
automotive-oriented suburban places have available parking.
Flagstaff’s Transportation Engineering Program conducted a study of parking at multifamily
apartment complexes in 2016. The study found that of 11 multifamily housing developments
their parking lots were on average 77% occupied. Of the properties sampled, the lowest
occupancy was around 67% and the highest around 88%. The percentage of students, whether or
not the units were leased by the bed, and the number of parking spaces to bedrooms did not
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appear to be correlated to the actual occupancy of parking spaces. This demonstrates that not
one factor or criterion determines parking demand. In fact, many of the criteria that determine
the demand for parking are tied to demographic, macroeconomic or off-site physical conditions,
such as employment density, cost of parking, ability to connect trips for multiple purposes into
one location, availability of multimodal transportation options, and area type (McCourt, 2004).
This is why desired future conditions are often a major consideration in setting parking
standards, and the line between convenient and excessive parking is not easy to determine.

Practices Moving Forward
Most cities in the United States have minimum on-site parking requirements for new
development in their zoning codes. However, in the interest of economics and sustainability, the
trend nationally has been is to move away from minimums to establish maximum parking
requirements or in some cases to eliminate on-site parking requirements for new development
in favor of centralized parking garages for urban centers. In fact, the Central Business District of
Phoenix and many areas that have adopted transect zoning have set no minimum parking
requirements, coupled with parking management and the provision of public and private
parking garage that are centrally located and serve the entire area. The reason for this shift is
that “minimum parking requirements subsidize cars, increase vehicle travel, encourage sprawl,
worsen air pollution, raise housing costs, degrade urban design, preclude walkability, and
exclude poor people” (Shoup, 2012). Free parking is in-fact, not free but a subsidy for one mode
of transportation. There are costs to build and maintain it, and there are opportunity costs
because parking consumes so much land. These costs are passed on to all residents of a city not
just those that drive cars, either through taxes for the cost of maintaining parking infrastructure
or more parking costs in construction get passed on the homeowners or renter. While taking
away space that could be used for more development, further increasing the cost per residence
constructed, and makes housing less affordable. In areas with smaller lot sizes, parking
requirements can also lead to lot consolidation as a small lot may be cost ineffective to develop
and it reduces the feasibility to re-use existing historic buildings.
When parking requirements are regulated through the Zoning Code, they must be tied to criteria
that can be applied to all parcels within a zone because of the uniformity requirement found in
almost every State’s statute. For this reason, parking standards are typically set a in a zoning
code and then a set of performance-based reductions may be applied based on criteria known to
influence parking demand, such as proximity to transit.
What makes the evaluation of new mixed use development unique is that it frequently is located
in order to be transit oriented and to take advantage of area types and off-site factors that reduce
parking demand. A 2017 study of five transit-oriented mixed-use developments found that they
generated “many fewer vehicle trips than ITE publications estimate, and used less parking than
many regulations require for similar land uses” (Smart Growth America, 2017). Activity centers
from the Regional Plan should in the future have varying degrees of transit-oriented features.
Some activity centers have them currently and new development is expected to enhance these
features, and some need to transition significantly in order to achieve the plan goals.
Another reason that parking requirements are a difficult policy decision is because they are
largely based on assumptions based on the last 70 years of transportation trends. At the same
time, new technologies, such as real time parking and traffic data, teleworking, ride sharing, and
automated vehicles, are disrupting those economic and behavioral models. Therefore, a parking
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standard that is adequate today may be too much or too little in the future. Therefore, parking
regulations and management need constant consideration and fine-tuning. Not just for High
Occupancy Housing but for all uses.
Higher on-campus parking prices have a largely positive impact at the community level, when
they are combined with programs to promote transit, bicycle, and pedestrian use. This
combination can lower the overall personal vehicle trips to and from NAU’s campus and thus
off-setting the need and cost of additional capacity associated with NAU’s growing enrollment In
addition to reduced infrastructure costs and traffic impacts, these policies increase the use of
public transit, and promote public health through active commuting choices. For instance,
transit through NAU’s campus has the highest ridership in the local system, and many bicycle
commuters in the City use trails and paths on-campus to get to other destinations. Like the
water conservation measures the City used to offset the impacts of population growth, parking
management can be one of several tools use in the management of traffic impacts. Therefore,
reducing the price of on-campus parking is more likely to increase traffic impacts on the
community than to reduce them.
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Transportation
The transportation network in Flagstaff exists to facilitate the safe, effective, and efficient
movement of people throughout the City. The completeness of connections and the availability
of choices is one of several factors that influences travel behavior. Other factors to consider are
technology, land use, and economics. The choices that a City makes about its transportation
system can create community and wealth or create inequality and hurt public health.This section of
the Site and Area Analysis will address how the relationship between these factors have
manifested in Flagstaff, and how High Occupancy Housing can influence this system of
transportation, land uses, and travel behavior.

Flagstaff
Transportation Network
Roads and Automobile Travel
The network is composed of roads, alleys, trails, and sidewalks. Roads are classified according to
their capacity, speed, and the size of the area and diversity of uses they collect traffic from and
deliver traffic to. Arterials are the largest roads in the network. In Flagstaff, the majority of
arterial roads are built and managed by the Arizona Department of Transportation. These roads
are constructed and designed according to the State’s standards and are not subject to local
authority or plans. Collectors and local roads in Flagstaff are managed by the City. They collect
traffic from smaller roadways and deliver them within the City or to larger roadways for regional
travel. Local roads provide direct access to land uses in suburban areas and have lower traffic
volumes and often lower connectivity.
Construction and reconstruction of all roads and supporting in the City are guided by the
standards in the City of Flagstaff Engineering Design Standards and Specifications. In this part
of the City Code, Flagstaff has a series of cross sections for use with new development that
depend on the planned functional class and setting of each proposed roadway. Cross-sections
are illustrations of the uses within the public right of way and how much space each constructed
feature takes. Each functional class has a standard location and width for elements such as
automobile lanes, bike lanes, on-street parking, landscaped parkway, and sidewalks. These
standards can also consider the land use context, such as standards for Transect zones and
commercial centers.
The older and/or more constrained parts of the City contain numerous custom cross sections
that have evolved over time and do not conform to the current standards because of limited
right-of-way or other land use constraints. Compromises are therefore necessary in areas of
redevelopment, where the automobile lanes and/or sidewalks may be narrower than the
standard, there are blocks without street parking, or there is no dedicated bike lane.
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Map 6: Roadway Functional Classification Map from Flagstaff's Engineering Design Standards and
Specifications
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Figure 17: Picture of Milton North of Butler shows examples of constraints for road widening projects

Bicycle, Pedestrian and Transit Infrastructure
Flagstaff invests in all modes of transportation especially walking, biking and transit in
recognition that providing a choice of modes for travel and supportive land use patterns serve
the most residents in our diverse community.
Flagstaff public streets contain more than 130 miles of bike lanes. In addition to the on-street
bike lanes, Flagstaff has an extensive and unique system of multi-use paths called the Flagstaff
Urban Trail System (FUTS). Overall, there are 56 miles of FUTS that provide intercity access
and recreation opportunities. While the City of Flagstaff continues to make gains in its bicycle
infrastructure, there are gaps or areas that are not comfortable for the beginner or intermediate
bike commuter. Flagstaff’s challenging terrain can also be a hindrance toward additional bike
infrastructure. 74 more miles of FUTS and nearly 50 miles of on-street bike lanes are currently
planned or proposed.
The City of Flagstaff has nearly 300 miles of public sidewalks, but has identified 60 miles of
missing sidewalks along major streets. Certain neighborhoods and especially the area in and
around Downtown Flagstaff work are comfortable for pedestrian travel, because sidewalks are
often wider, separated from the street by a landscaped parkway, and part of a highly connected
street grid. There are pockets of comfortable pedestrian travel outside of Downtown, notably
within most residential subdivisions. However, while Downtown’s mix of uses allows many tasks
to be accomplished by foot, many other residential areas only facilitate walking as a recreational
pursuit. In a 2014 survey of pedestrians, no or missing sidewalks or difficult crossings were the
top reason that walking in Flagstaff was considered uncomfortable. Even a short distance of
uncomfortable or seemingly unsafe infrastructure can be enough to discourage walking and
biking to or from a nearby destination. This has the indirect effect of increasing short personal
vehicle trips.
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Map 7: Map of FUTS from Flagstaff Regional Plan 2030
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Map 8: Pedestrian comfort index map
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Flagstaff’s fixed-route transit systems transported approximately 2 million riders in 2016. The
Northern Arizona Intergovernmental Public Transportation Authority (NAIPTA) operates
Flagstaff’s fixed-route systems of Mountain Line and Mountain Link (Route 10) and the directservice system of Mountain Lift. There are currently eight different fixed-routes with varying
frequencies.
Table 1: NAIPTA Fixed Route Transit Routes and Frequencies

Route Number/Color
Peak Frequency
Route 10/Maroon
8 minutes
Routes 2 and 4/ Blue and Gold
20 minutes
Routes 3, 7, 14 and 66/Green, Purple, Brown, and 30 minutes
Red
Route 5/ Orange
60 minutes
Map 9: Map of NAIPTA-operated fixed route transit system
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Travel Behavior
People traveling by automobile is the dominant form of transportation in Flagstaff, accounting
for approximately 95 percent of all miles traveled. According to 2012 trip dairy survey,
approximately 25% of all trips in Flagstaff do not use a personal vehicle. This is because of the
strong infrastructure investment in the core of the City and on NAU’s campus for walking and
biking, and the connectivity and comfort of the sidewalk network. The miles traveled overall by
personal vehicle are still a high overall percentage because vehicles are still relied on to make
longer trips. The fact that infrastructure investments in Flagstaff can influence travel behavior is

Figure 18: Modal share of all trips by area of residence, 2012 Trip diary survey

Figure 19: Mode share of all trips for Flagstaff, 2006 & 2012
trip diary survey
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Another measure by which the
region has seen some progress in
shifting travel behavior from
personal vehicles to other modes,
vehicle miles traveled per capita
per day has dropped from 21 miles
in 2007 to under 17 miles in 2016.
Within the core of Flagstaff, only
26 percent of trips are with one
person driving alone as compared
to nearly 61 percent of trips being
someone driving alone within the
rest of the City. The percentage
difference is primarily made up of
with a higher percentage of
transit, bicycle, and pedestrian
trips (See Figure 3).

Currently, the City, County, and several employers have strategies to reduce the number of trips
generated by their visitors and employees and to manage the availability of parking. By far NAU
has the most sophisticated and comprehensive program in Flagstaff. NAU’s practices include:
1.
2.

Provide all employees with an Eco Pass to incentivize ridership of NAIPTA
Provide all students access to and financial support for the operation of NAIPTA Route
10 – over 800,000 reduced trips annually
3. Enterprise Car Share Program
4. Zimride – encourages students to carpool across town or across the country
5. Van Ride program for county residents traveling to campus
6. Bike Library Program – free to all students, faculty & staff
7. Bike registration to assist owner if a bike on campus is lost or stolen
8. Bike Lockers and covered/secured bike storage
9. Arizona Shuttle – Convenient campus stops
10. Parking Permit Pricing incentivizes the use of TDM strategies (only 20% of incoming
freshmen bring a car to campus)
In comparison to the cost of a parking permit, NAU makes
the cost of providing these services and in many cases free
for student’s faculty and staff. For instance, bicycle lockers
and enclosure are located throughout campus and can be
obtains for $15 for an enclosure or $30 per semester for a
locker. NAU also has made specific infrastructure changes
to promote other modes of transportation, such as
managing vehicle access points on campus, having bus
only lanes for NAIPTA and LOUIE buses, standardizing
the design of its bicycle lanes, and provides secure bicycle
storage on campus. The trail system through NAU is also
highly connected to the City’s Flagstaff Urban Trail System
Figure 20: NAU FUTS Trail
(FUTS), which benefits students living off-campus and
bicycle commuters throughout the City. Because of these
practices, NAU has reduced the congestion impact of its growth on the Flagstaff community in a
manner that local government and other employers could successfully model. These programs
have been expanded for the last 10 years, and have contributed to the growing percentage of
walking, biking and transit trips in Flagstaff (see Figure 19).
The introduction of parking management in Flagstaff is also encouraging other employers and
the Downtown Business Alliance to take action on reducing the number of vehicle trips
generated by employees. For instance, the City has issues bus passes to all City employees as a
means of reducing the demand for parking at City Hall.
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Transportation and Land Use Connection
The Flagstaff Regional Plan 2030 identifies a complete and connected roadway network
(Regional Plan Map 25) that can support a compact land use pattern that supports the efficient
use of infrastructure and the preservation of open spaces within and around the community.
The land uses and transportation maps rely on the assumptions discussed under the Planning
and Land Use and Essential Services sections of this chapter. Denser infill, compact
development, and investment in providing alternative transportation choices offset demand for
vehicle trips and therefore, demand for new infrastructure. If investment and performance of
these systems underperforms, the need for new and wider roadways would increase. New roads
to increase system connectivity and support new development are essential.
Traffic Impacts of New Development
The City of Flagstaff requires evaluations by a development to have new development pay a “fair
and roughly proportional share” for necessary infrastructure improvements related to their
transportation impacts. A traffic study is performed before any development can break ground.
For developments that generate few new peak-hour vehicle trips, the analysis focuses on existing
or anticipated special conditions such as being next to a school, or traffic problems near the site
that may be aggravated by the development. These developments typically do not have impacts
on the street system that require mitigation. This is typically the case for infill and
redevelopment projects with uses similar to previous uses, and for developments that create
very little new traffic, regardless of the mass, bulk, and scale of the building. For example, a
3,000 square foot dentist office can be expected to create approximately 11 trips during the PM
peak hour per the ITE Trip Generation Manual. This spreads out to be approximately one car
every fourth signal cycle at the businesses entrance. Therefore, this type of developments only
need to show that they would create little or no new traffic and address any existing or
anticipated special conditions or problems near the site, and that is the end of their study.
However, when a development creates over 100 vehicle trips during a peak hour, as typically will
be the case for large-scale HOH developments, the City of Flagstaff requires a detailed
Transportation Impact Analysis (TIA) to evaluate the surrounding transportation network with
the new development’s expected trips.
This more detailed study evaluates the existing traffic data to set a baseline for the roadway
network. Generally using the ITE Trip Generation Manual, new traffic is predicted based upon
the proposed development’s size and uses. This new traffic is assigned to the existing roadway
network based upon existing and expected patterns. Then the predicted traffic performance
conditions are analyzed and compared to the existing conditions. Roadway performance is
primarily evaluated based on Level of Service, which is a measure of delay ranked from “A” to
“F,” where an “A” is free-flow traffic, and “F” is forced flow (jammed traffic). Typically, whenever
an analysis demonstrates that the Level of Service drops below a “D” for a certain movement or
intersection, the development must implement one or more mitigation measures to improve
that movement’s rating to at least a “D.” Additionally, mitigation will be required if any
hazardous safety patterns are noticed. Common mitigation measures include adding a new
travel lane, turn lane, or traffic signal. It is important to note there are legal limits on the type
and extent of improvements that can be required from new developments based on a TIA. The
City must show the development’s impact caused the need for the required mitigation. The size
or cost of the mitigation must also be roughly proportional to the size of the impact.
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Map 10: Future Road Network Illustration from Flagstaff Regional Plan 2030
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In urban and mixed-use areas, there will be a significant percentage of trips that are not taken
via an automobile. These trips are deducted from automobile trips in order to avoid over
designing the automobile component of streets. This saves space and money and prevents an
overly auto-centric street that is typically unfriendly to other modes in terms of comfort and
safety. While the analysis for some developments includes pedestrian capacity, Flagstaff’s
current methodology for TIAs does not require capacity analyses for pedestrian, bicycle and
transit trips though these are sometimes requested of the developer. The analysis is not typically
done because the City lacks the tools and information to do them accurately.

Figure 21: Illustration of trip distribution of vehicle trips in a Traffic Impact Analysis

The TIA typically focuses on a more qualitative analysis of access, connectivity, and continuity
for pedestrian, bicycle, and transit. For instance, transit trips can only be deducted if transit
already exists nearby. The potential for a new development to make a route modification or new
route feasible is not modeled into the overall transit network as part of a TIA. Even where a new
development will add passengers to an existing route, the impact typically is not quantified or
mitigation identified in the TIA. Bike trips typically are assessed for access to a connected
network of trails and bike lanes, since it is rare that the number of bike trips exceeds the
capacity of a lane or trail. A development may be required to eliminate a gap in a bike lane
serving the development so long as the TIA demonstrates the need to close the gap is related and
proportional to the development’s impact. More often, there is not a gap but rather it is
desirable to improve the quality and comfort of existing bike lanes. This is the type of
infrastructure improvement for which it is harder to demonstrate a direct impact caused by the
new development. The City cannot compel a developer to upgrade existing facilities unless the
development creates additional bicycle demand beyond what the current facility can
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accommodate. Similar to the bike infrastructure, new development can be tapped to close gaps
in sidewalk connectivity or be asked to bring it up to a standard in the case of older
infrastructure, but it is now difficult to prove that an existing sidewalk is undersized because of
the new development.

Practices Moving Forward
A primary concern surrounding HOH is additional density’s effect on the City’s transportation
network. While many concerns are framed specifically around automobile traffic, transportation
needs to be viewed as the efficient movement of people and not just automobiles. It is
recognized that bringing more people to any area will bring more demand on the existing
transportation network. However, where people live, work and play within the City, and the
overall facilities and infrastructure available to them will have large effects on transportation
choices. Therefore, overall automobile traffic in the street network. This section will discuss
ways that organize automobile traffic better and ways to make other modes more appealing.

Transportation Network
In Flagstaff, traffic congestion, experienced in slower speed and travel delays for automobiles,
exists during certain times of the day on arterials near the Downtown area, and on peak tourism
weekends. Long-term potential solutions to automobile congestion are evaluated primarily
through the Flagstaff Metropolitan Planning Organization’s (FMPO) long term planning
documents such as the Regional Transportation Plan. Long-term solutions broadly include
increasing the connectivity of the roadway network, such as new freeway interchanges and
bridges, and encouraging all other modes of travel besides a personal automobile. The region
gets some direct money for these improvements but the majority of these connectivity
improvements are expected to happen through public and private partnerships.
In order to allow or even promote their use, walking, biking and transit needs to be prioritized
within the right-of-way. A complete street is one that allows for all modes of transportation. It is
important to create complete streets as a component of the entire transportation network. A
wider sidewalk directly in front of a single development can improve the pedestrian
environment right there and provide opportunities for the private realm to interact with the
public realm in the form of outdoor café seating or something similar. It is also important that it
connects to other comfortable pedestrian infrastructure or else walking does not actually
function as a mode of transportation. Similarly, a bike lane needs to connect to other bike lanes
and a transit stop or even dedicated transit lane needs to work with the overall system or else
these improvements are aesthetic enhancements and not real gains in transportation efficiency.
In order for HOH development to contribute to the goals of developing complete and connected
activity centers, the City will need updated road cross sections and design standards. Staff will
also need clear policies and decision-making tools to prioritize modes in areas of constrained
right-of-way, and tools to promote high quality improvements. This may require reconsideration
incentives used to promote walkability and complete streets. The right treatments for a given
right of way, site, or land use context may vary depending on the needs of the system and the
desired outcome, and so new standards need to take trends such as shared economies and the
ability of technology, such as smartphones and intelligent transportation systems, to create
efficiencies in the transportation system.
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NAIPTA is in the preliminary stages of
implementing more frequent routes as
Flagstaff grows. While it will greatly lessen
the burden to travel across town via transit,
the time and distance for a bus to travel
from one end of town to the other is still a
barrier. Therefore, NAIPTA is also
considering the need for bus facilities that
give transit an advantage to travel more
quickly through intersections and other
dedicated transit infrastructure.
A more frequent route will give the rider the
convenience of not having to plan when they
want to travel and therefore encourage
increased ridership. However, it will still
take over 30 minutes to get across town compared with approximately 15 minutes by a personal
vehicle. A 30-minute commute can be seen as normal for most people in larger cities and may be
acceptable for commuters once per day. However, this time spent traveling will be less appealing
for trips other than a single commute, such as school drop off or appointments on the way to
and from work. Therefore, other daily or weekly amenities need to be present near activity
centers for the HOH development type to incentivize alternative transportation choices.

Figure 22: NAIPTA's Mountain Line Fixed Route
Service

Travel Behavior
In addition to designing the infrastructure to promote alternative modes of transportation, cities
and partners can manage the use of existing infrastructure network in a way that reduces its
demand. This approach is called Travel Demand Management (TDM). Common TDM strategies
include shuttle services, carpools, telecommuting, shifting work hours, car share programs, bike
share programs, parking pricing, and anything else that may contribute to fewer vehicles on the
road network at any one time. A large HOH development will have the ability to manage a
package of these options for their residents.
Travel Demand Management is a series of
strategies that are designed to improve the
reliability of the transportation system by
creating choices for how to travel and incentives
to bolster the use of alternative transportation
systems (FHWA 2017). Rather than adding to
the supply of travel lanes and signals in
response to growth TDM can coordinate private
and public sector efforts to ensure an effective
and reliable transportation system for
everyone.” The Flagstaff Metropolitan Planning
Organization’s Blueprint 2040 Plan recognizes
Figure 23: Example of Bike Share Station
that “The region should invest in more formal
and coordinated travel demand management
activities.” The City can work with partners to expand programs already in place, and
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particularly to facilitate expanding the programs implemented on campus to off-campus HOH
sites that serve students and the larger community.
The simplest concept to help
lower the burden on the
transportation system is to travel
shorter distances. When travel
distances are short and
appropriate infrastructure is in
place; walking, biking and transit
become convenient, and often
the best options. The City of
Flagstaff’s 2012 Trip Diary
Survey of Community Travel
Patterns directly shows this
convenience in the resultant
mode choices of the core of
Flagstaff, as discussed in the
Flagstaff section. Shorter trips
are more likely to be walking
trips. In fact, up to 80% of trips,
less than one mile would be
walking trips, if safe and
comfortable infrastructure exists
to support it. Therefore, HOH
Figure 24: Illustration of the potential to shift personal vehicle
development when located in a
trips to pedestrian and bicycle trips
well-served and walkable activity
center is more likely to capture
walking trips for the day-to-day needs of residents and can help reduce the per capita vehicle
miles travels for the City.
Expansion of frequent reliable transit is another opportunity to take advantage of the location
and intensity of HOH development, because transit can be an effective means of commuting and
taking longer distance trips, thus further influencing the travel behavior of HOH residents.
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Transportation and Land Use
One idea posed during public meetings about High Occupancy Housing was “downgrading” the
activity center for Downtown Flagstaff from a “regional” to a “neighborhood” activity center. In
addition to proximity, transportation efficiency is dependent on the system’s overall
organization. The downtown or central business district’s intensity, organization, and access can
be of particular importance in increasing the efficiency of the entire transportation system. Even
with similar overall densities, cities with a more defined and mixed-use center have less traffic.
For example, San Diego and Philadelphia have similar overall densities, but Philadelphia has a
more defined, intense, and mixed use central city than San Diego has, whose downtown is one of
several mixed-use activity centers. Philadelphia has 25% less vehicle miles traveled than San
Diego, as a result of this difference in the pattern of development (Troy, 2012). There are a
couple of major reasons for these efficiency increases. First, even if someone does not live
downtown, if it is still the primary activity-center for a city, it will often be a destination still for
work and/or play. Therefore, for those that do not live near a strong downtown, once there they
will have opportunities to accomplish multiple tasks. Second, if it is predicable that people living
away from downtown will often travel toward downtown for many reasons, roadways and
especially transit can orient themselves around this pattern. 30 to 60 percent of commuters to
major commercial centers use alternative modes of transport vs. 5 to 15 percent elsewhere
(Littman, 2014). In fact, the 2016 Flagstaff walking and biking survey showed that Downtown
Flagstaff is the location most cited as being a good place to walk (City of Flagstaff, 2016). It was
a more popular answer than Buffalo Park or the Flagstaff Urban Trail System. For a City that
prides itself on its natural resources, this shows that activity centers have the opportunity to be
equally as effective in promoting public health and alternative transportation choices. Therefore,
downgrading downtown’s importance is expected to result in a net increase in automobile trips.
Since the city center is usually constrained in its ability to expand transportation capacity, this
would also be expected to result in increased congestion.
There is a large unmet demand for residential options near high quality fixed-line transit
systems. One-fourth of Americans want to live near quality fixed-line transit systems but
currently, only one-tenth of the population has the option to do so (Nelson, 2015). Access to
desired locations via transit needs to be fast and convenient.
Previous locations chosen by developers of high density, mixed use projects across the nation
(see NAU Housing section). When living in smaller apartments or condos and without constant
vehicular access, the neighborhood ideally functions as an extension of one’s residence and as
such, the neighborhood needs to have numerous walkable amenities. A pocket of amenities is
the concept of an activity center. Some of these amenities can be realized by the housing
development itself, as seen at the Aspen Place development. Others can evolve nearby over time
but isolated pockets of density that are not located in highly walkable and connected
neighborhoods will not create enough demand for a full range of services that reduces reliance
on personal vehicles. This is because of the ability to access the services comfortable and the
number and concentration of “rooftops” needed to support a diverse and active commercial
environment.
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Multi-modal ready HOH locations
Throughout public involvement on the HOH Specific Plan, the relationship between walking, biking and
transit and these developments has been raised. The multi-modal access analysis is a composite score of the
current maturity and completeness of the network for walking, biking, and transit in the City of Flagstaff. The
map shows areas with mature and highly connected systems. These areas may still need additional
improvements to accommodate HOH but they are the most “ready” from a transportation perspective at this
time. In areas of moderate access, connectivity or transit services are constrained. Investments in service or
projects to address large connectivity barriers may be needed if an HOH project were proposed in these areas.
Updating TIA standards by setting required Levels of Service for alternative transportation modes can insure
that development pays its fair and roughly proportional share of these needed infrastructure improvements.
Map 11: Multimodal Access Analysis
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Overly large blocks can be especially difficult to navigate through or around while walking or
biking. Blocks are typically small within the center of Flagstaff, making connections between
points direct. However, blocks are often very large in much of the City’s suburban environments.
These larger blocks do not create much inconvenience for automobiles but the distance a
pedestrian or bicyclist may have to go out of their way can add significant time to their journey.
For example, there are several half-mile stretches of large roads in Flagstaff that do not have
pedestrian crossings. A person having to go out of their way to cross these streets will add 10
minutes to their walk, which likely discourage some people from walking short distances to
access services. Maximum effective block sizes, at least for pedestrian and bike traffic, can
greatly increase these mode’s appeal in these areas. Mid-block crossings of large roads may be
especially appealing if they are grade separated.
Moving forward, an updated TIA process should include level of service requirements that are
specific and appropriate to pedestrian, bike and transit and the ability to analyze impacts
against those standards. This is an area of the TIA that the City staff has been striving to
improve over the last several years. In coordination with the FMPO, the City participated in a
peer review of its TIA practices. Funding is being sought to implement the recommendations
regarding necessary tools and information. This likely includes how to fairly require HOH
development to contribute to the operational needs for transit. In order to proceed in this
manner, there needs to be clear and consistent policy direction from the City Council, FMPO
and NAIPTA and a good understanding of what can and cannot be required of new
developments. It bears repeating that the necessity for a TIA required mitigation to be directly
related and proportional to a development’s impact limits the ability to require upgrades to
existing infrastructure with this tool. Other methods, tools, and funding sources may be needed
to achieve desired upgrades.
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Housing Affordability
Flagstaff
The cost of housing in the city of Flagstaff has long been considered high relative to the rest of
the state. National forest lands, the extent of infrastructure, and natural land formations
constrain our current supply of developable land. This limited supply increases the cost of land
and housing within city limits. When a single family home is built on valuable land, the home
price reflects that, which in turn excludes most first time buyers of that home. In the last few
years, the price of single-family vacant lots within the City of Flagstaff have often exceeded
$100,000. When these conditions persist over time, the City is left with a majority of renter
households: 55% rental and 45% ownership as of 2016. Expensive housing conditions seem to
exist in Flagstaff regardless of fluctuations in the real estate market. Even at the peak of the
economic downturn in 2009, Flagstaff’s median home price was less impacted and recovered
sooner than the housing market in the Phoenix Metropolitan Area.
Flagstaff residents – both students, individuals and families – are further challenged with
greater housing demand than the market is currently supplying. Rental prices have risen sharply
in the years following the Arizona Board of Regent’s goal of increasing the student population at
NAU. In the last three years, the average rent for a two bedroom apartment rose from $1,200 in
2015 to $1,427 in 2017 (HSNA, 2015-2017). Consequently, Flagstaff experiences year round
competition for single-family homes and apartments at a time when the economy is only
recently capable of producing new units.
Flagstaff’s housing challenges are not necessarily unique. Confronting the increasing cost of
living and housing shortages continue to be a national issue, with no clear path forward for the
nation’s struggling communities. The City of Flagstaff’s Housing Section works to improve local
housing affordability in several ways, alongside the efforts of several non-profits and agencies:
1. Providing affordable home ownership opportunities via a Land Trust Program;
2. An owner-occupied rehabilitation program;
3. Development incentives that aim to increase the number of new affordable rental and
ownership units;
4. Administering the Community Development Block Grant (CDBG), which historically
funds local housing non-profits.

Practices Moving Forward
It is currently illegal for cities in Arizona to require affordable housing contributions from new
developments (also known as inclusionary zoning). Flagstaff’s current program is voluntary and
is most often used in cases that require a discretionary approval like a rezoning, as a negotiated
benefit to the community. Peer cities in most states do have State-level legislation that permits
the requirement of affordable units or at least no prohibition against it. As of 2107, only Arizona
and Texas have legislation that outright bans municipalities from adopting a mandatory
inclusionary zoning ordinance. Eventually the state of Arizona may look to these communities
for guidance in creating such legislation here, but until that shift occurs, Flagstaff must continue
using other methods to encourage affordable housing development.
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Asking for infill and redevelopment in Flagstaff’s busy activity centers will be one of the ways the
City can move on affordability. Redevelopment of existing properties into HOH could be an
incentive to developers who would forego the high cost of installing new infrastructure in under
– or undeveloped areas of the city. As mentioned in the Economic Development section, using
HOH as the vehicle to house the city’s workforce is a critical path forward for greater
affordability in Flagstaff. Existing and future employment centers will rely on the densities and
efficiencies that are possible with HOH development.
Furthermore, increased density allowances are one of the most common and effective ways
cities attract affordable units. With the most recent zoning code rewrite, density bonuses were
uncapped as an incentive to get more mixed-use development in Flagstaff, thereby lessening the
impact of the existing affordable housing incentives. This Plan proposes that, with some
adjustments to the zoning code, the City will regain the effectiveness our affordable housing
incentives. Instituting a density cap on mixed-use developments may lead developers to the unit
increases available to them if they provide affordable units.
HOH development benefits are further enhanced by their proximity to transit and amenities. A
concentration of multi-modal transportation options and services is more likely to occur within
commercially oriented districts, such as a downtown or near a university, which often benefit
from a walkable environment. Typically, lower density single-family neighborhoods and other
areas on the periphery of town do not enjoy such variety of public and private amenities.
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Economic Development
Flagstaff
The City of Flagstaff’s economic development efforts are generally focused on opportunities for
wealth creation by individuals and the community, workforce attraction and development, and
attraction and expansion of primary sector industries, such as manufacturers and exporters of
goods and services, science/bio-science industries, start-ups, and entrepreneurial ventures.
Housing costs and choice for the city’s workforce has been a particular concern for the
community’s employers for the last several year. Post-recession demand for housing grew faster
than the market’s ability to develop land and new housing units, limiting the ability of local
firms to attract talented individuals and to retain existing employees. In 2016, the Economic
Cooperative of Northern Arizona began a study of these conditions that will be published in the
next few months.
Workforce housing and the ability of Flagstaff to retain and enhance a high quality of place and
employers can be part of the community benefit provided by High Occupancy Housing
developments. First, the shortage of available and attractive housing for the workforce is
influenced by the demand for housing for NAU students. These two demographic groups are
competing within the same housing market. So long as the supply of land and units are
constrained, the costs for both groups will continue to rise. HOH development provides an
opportunity to more quickly increase the housing supply in areas of town that are attractive to
new residents, because of their proximity to transit and other amenities. This shift can also free
up other types of housing to meet workforce demand. Second, HOH development includes new
commercial and office spaces that can be harnessed to support economic development. Retail
economic development efforts recognize the maxim that retail development follows residential
rooftops. An HOH development immediately provides a clientele for new retail spaces. These
spaces can also support economic development beyond retail and provide space for arts, cultural
and local food sectors. The City has no connection to recruiting HOH, but it recognizes the
opportunity to help guide it in a way that is financially beneficial with other economic
development efforts.

Practices Moving Forward
Primary sector jobs and industries have many indirect connections to HOH. The classic
economic development goals revolve around providing quality jobs, creating individual, and
community wealth. These good jobs provide increased earnings for city residents that in turn
provide more revenue back to the city. Historically, these jobs get recruited-for by different
cities offering incentives or selling the amenities that will help those businesses succeed. More
recently, companies have also chosen to locate where their employee talent wants to live, and
increasingly, this talent is looking for vibrant neighborhoods containing a mix of uses. This
concept is referred to as “quality of place.”
Even though Flagstaff has many elements that contribute to a high quality of place, housing
supply and lower densities can counteract some of the outstanding values that the City uses to
attract and incubate new business and attract high paying jobs. Many firms in Flagstaff,
including the City government have reported that job offers are routinely turned down because
of the cost of housing in the community. However, increasing housing at the expense of quality
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of place is not the community goal. New housing needs to contribute to the housing supply,
vibrant neighborhoods, and the economic well-being of the entire community.
Vibrant neighborhoods should not be seen as only an amenity that exists to compliment
industry after work hours but as a component, that enhances innovation. . Jane Jacobs, the
journalist, author and urban study activist stated that new ideas are formed by combining old
ideas, and that urban diversity is the key to innovation. Ford’s most innovative period was while
it was still in central Detroit where it could get more immediate feedback. Only after the success
of the Model T did it move its production to the suburbs in order to have more land (Glaeser,
2009). Urban environments that have a high “quality of place” provided dynamic and
participatory built and natural environments (Florida, 2012) Density is one component of these
innovative environments because it increases the diversity of people and vibrancy of place but
density alone does not maximize the agglomeration of ideas. Innovative places need to be
walkable, have interactive public spheres, and connected in order to facilitate the informal
passage of ideas, arts and culture that all build off one another. These concepts can be seen
across history from tech ideas spreading over dinner in Silicon Valley to shading techniques in
Renaissance Florence.
Commercial development will accompany all HOH because of the City’s requirements. The
commercial components of larger scale developments are often composed of national chains.
National chains careful research their markets and how they can serve communities and their
investors. They move into communities when they can find locations and clientele that fit their
brand and can be profitable. Some retailers and restaurants have very stringent guidelines for
location, size, and orientation of their space when they go into negotiations with a property
owner. Other reasons chain stores so often anchor new development is their up-front capital and
superior marketing outreach. When HOH developments design their commercial space for large
national companies only, it can make it harder for a local business to contribute to the economic
vibrancy and place-making of the new development. A local business is more likely to look for
smaller, flexible spaces that fits their needs, frequently found in existing buildings. Downtown
and other traditionally developed commercial districts offer many opportunities for the re-use of
a building for many different types of businesses. On the other end of the spectrum, there are
very few other businesses that can re-use a Wal-Mart building, and even the Flagstaff Mall has
had trouble attracting local business because most of their spaces are too large.
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Figure 25: Example of difference in economic impact between a traditional
big box development and an urban mixed-use development

One potential best
practice to promote
local businesses is to
require or encourage
small and flexible
spaces as a
component of any new
larger scale HOH
development that are
not leased before
construction but
instead are advertised
as available during
construction. HOH
has a unique
opportunity to
promote this because
these developments,
while still having
measurable retail
components, are
residential
developments at their
core. As such, the
housing component is
more of what is relied
upon for overall
profitability; the
commercial
component can often
be seen as a bonus.

Creating new commercial space needs to be done with appropriate design, scale, and overall
location considerations. A large and famous chain store can attract enough attention by itself to
be a destination but small isolated businesses will not attract enough attention to thrive. Small
and local stores can exist next to an already successful attraction or they need to exist at a
certain minimum total scale for their aggregate to become a destination. The other option for
smaller commercial, or mixed-use, additions is for them to exist in areas that are already
successful commercial areas. Places that already get used incidentally will continue to see use
and will, therefore, maintain themselves. They will also more efficiently use the City’s resources
for utilities and transit. It is easier and less expensive to increase capacity in an area that already
has services than one that needs a complete expansion of a given service.
As much as people enjoy walking on streets activated by ground floor commercial, there is a
limit to its demand and it cannot exist everywhere, especially with so much retail moving online.
This limit to traditional retail further points to the design of HOH’s commercial component
needing to be flexible. It should be able to accommodate retail, food, drink and entertainment,
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or office, as well as non-traditional workspaces that act as incubators for companies, or even
facilitate the creation of goods on-site to further promote the local economy.
HOH should be continuously considered as a component of the City’s workforce housing
discussion. Flagstaff has a history of losing potential employees at all pay grades because
housing costs too much. The lack of affordable workforce housing poses a risk of losing
employees with high value skills, even as the City’s overall population grows. Existing
employment clusters are likely to benefit from proximate housing and the creation of new
employment clusters should be considered with the overall design of HOH. Additionally, areas
near existing employment centers should be considered as potentially viable locations for high
occupancy housing subject to other variables.
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Peer Cities
City Staff researched twenty highly livable college communities by examining planning
documents, policies, regulations, zoning codes, and third-party information. Staff also
conducted personal interviews with planners and university liaisons from the identified peer
communities. Based on findings, six focus cities were selected that are experiencing concerns
similar to Flagstaff including growth, density, housing shortages and affordability. The peer
cities include Ames, IA, Boulder, CO, Bozeman, MT, Corvallis, OR, Fort Collins, CO, and Tempe,
AZ.
Ames, IA
Ames is a Midwestern college town with a similar population size as Flagstaff and a student
body that comprises over 50% of the residents. After years of stagnant enrollment, in 2010
student population at ISU surged by 8,000. Since then, the city has been unable to keep up with
housing market demands in spite of the addition of 800 beds per year. High occupancy housing
has generally been constrained to Campustown commercial area, directly across from Iowa State
University, but there has been significant redevelopment of small-scale apartments to high
density. In light of development, City Staff created a Residential High Density Matrix to help the
City Council think about the context of each apartment development and how it aligns with
Ames’ General Plan policies and goals.
Boulder, CO
Boulder has a booming local economy, a compact downtown as well as a plethora of new
comers. With little vacant land left in the city limits, most of Boulder’s growth will occur through
redevelopment. Twenty percent of new residential development is required to be permanently
affordable for low - and moderate-income households because of an inclusionary zoning
ordinance adopted in 1999. Boulder recently initiated 2016/2017 Housing Boulder Action
Plan to help mitigate housing problems. The plan includes high-level objectives such as
addressing housing issues as part of comprehensive plan update, developing a middle-income
housing strategy, and preserving existing affordable housing.
Bozeman, MT
Similar to Flagstaff, Bozeman is the regional hub, County Seat and surrounded by National
Forests and Parks. Given the limited housing options outside of Bozeman, the city has grappled
with near-zero rental vacancy rates and soaring rents in the face of population growth. The city
has been adding nearly 2,000 residents a year inside city limits. Bozeman’s selected
commissioners have tended, in recent years, to take a favorable view of higher-density housing
developments and zoning changes to support them.
Corvallis, OR
Corvallis amended their Development Code and created a university neighborhood overlay
(UNO) in December 2014. The UNO protects the character of neighborhoods within proximity
of the OSU campus by limiting the scale of new development in proportion to lot size. Most
recently, in June 2016, Corvallis completed an Urbanization Study in order to inform the
community's land use needs and policies over the next 20-year planning period (2016-2036).
The four key components of the study include Buildable Lands Inventory, Housing Needs
Analysis, Economic Opportunities Analysis, and Land Sufficiency.
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Fort Collins, CO
“In 2010, during the planning effort of Plan Fort Collins, it was apparent there was and is a need
to address the student/multi–family housing supply. Fort Collins has and is experiencing an
increase in population, a limited supply of multi–family housing, very low vacancy rates, and
challenges with addressing neighborhood concerns with proposed development projects. These
factors drove the need for development of strategies to help facilitate adequate housing supplies
while identifying the infill issues upon existing neighborhoods” (City of Fort Collins). As a result,
the Student Housing Action Plan (SHAP) was adopted in 2013.
Tempe, AZ
While Flagstaff does not strive to be a Tempe, staff thought it important to understand how
Tempe and ASU are managing growth and affordability. Furthermore, ASU and NAU are
managed by The Arizona Board of Regents and both cities must adhere to state legislation. As of
January 2012, Tempe had approximately 4% vacant land remaining, making new multi-family
and/or residential development very difficult and expensive. Therefore, the city faces challenges
in providing residents with a variety of affordable housing opportunities.

Key Findings
When comparing Flagstaff to peer cities, key findings include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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A considerably higher percentage of students live on campus in Flagstaff.
It is common for Universities to have growth goals or mandated growth even with
an undersupplied housing market.
Housing and transportation costs are disproportionately high relative to wages in
Flagstaff.
Density is comparatively low in Flagstaff
Flagstaff has more land already zoned for large mixed use building
Lessening density or lowering building height standards is uncommon in peer
cities
Changes to design criteria and evaluation of projects is common
Peer cities advocate multimodal transportation via bike share, car share, and UPass
Peer cities tend to employ inclusionary zoning which is not legal in Arizona

Chapter 3: Concept Plan
The Concept Plan is an illustration of the land use and transportation concepts in the document
with accompanying descriptive text. The Concept Plan does not encumber private land or limit
the ability of a private landowner to develop in accordance with their current zoning or City
standards. It is intended to help with the interpretation of the Plan’s goals and policies.

Vision from the Regional Plan
The Greater Flagstaff community embraces the region’s extraordinary
cultural and ecological setting on the Colorado Plateau through active
stewardship of the natural and built environments. Residents and visitors
encourage and advance intellectual, environmental, social, and economic
vitality for today’s citizens and future generations.
This vision for the Flagstaff community has been revised and refined since the City adopted its
first Growth Management Guide in 1990. It speaks to what the community values and what
assets it wants to protect. Numerous trade-offs are embedded within these values. In order to
preserve our extraordinary ecological setting, the community must avoid sprawl. To protect
social and economic vitality, it must be diverse and affordable. To enhance the lives of future
citizens, we must be willing to change and grow. Behind all of this, the stewardship of the built
environment is the key to accomplishing these outcomes.
The challenge of addressing mid-rise buildings and high occupancy housing is central to these
values. These buildings present an opportunity for a sustainable, affordable, walkable
community and a challenge to preserving cultural and neighborhood character. The Regional
Plan provides a framework for supporting mid-rise buildings in activity centers; however, the
current zoning allows for these buildings in a much larger area, including several historic
neighborhoods, such as Sunnyside, La Plaza Vieja, Southside, and North End. This concept plan
and the associated goals, policies and strategies, are designed to improve the outcomes of midrise buildings in the built environment of activity centers and elsewhere, where they are already
permitted.

Activity Centers
Goal LU.18 Develop well designed activity centers and corridors with a variety of
employment, business, shopping, civic engagement, cultural opportunities, and
residential choices.
Mid-rise buildings and increasing population within activity centers is important for supporting
a walkable center that integrates the mix of uses described in Goal LU.18. The Regional Plan
supports the construction of mid-rise buildings within the commercial core of an activity center
and diverse housing choices with some commercial in the pedestrian shed of the activity center.
The commercial core and pedestrian shed can be defined in a number of ways depending on the
pedestrian connectivity and physical barriers of an area. For example, the topography of
McMillan Mesa, the railroad, and Butler Avenue constrain the walkability and connectivity that
can be achieved at the activity center on Ponderosa Parkway and Route 66. Currently, there are
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no residential units in this activity center, and this activity center provides one of the few areas
between the east, and west sides of Flagstaff. This activity center like many others has many
challenges and opportunities in its future development. Illustrations and goals cannot account
for all of these complexities but they can be used in problem solving and understanding the
competing values that may influence how an activity center is developed and how it can or
cannot incorporate HOH.

Concept Plan Map 1
Activity centers are categorized as Urban, Suburban, or Rural to describe the character of their
built environment and Regional or Neighborhood scale to describe their reach in the regional
economy. Currently, the language in the Regional Plan supports HOH development of any size
in all of the activity centers that are categorized as Suburban or Urban. Under Goal 2 of the
HOH Specific Plan and the accompanying Regional Plan amendments, large-scale HOH
development would be supported only in Regional Activity Centers, of which there are currently
six. The Plan also recommends changing six additional activity centers from Neighborhood to
Regional scale. These activity centers are all located close to I-40, which allows them to take
advantage of the transportation capacity of the freeway to access the larger community, and are
located along major arterials. Another recommendation of Goal 2 is to distinguish Downtown
from other regional activity centers and to emphasize its unique characteristics, especially its
historic resources. This recommendation does not eliminate the possibility of HOH
development Downtown, it only seeks to manage the scale and compatibility of it to protect the
historic features of the central business district. The HOH Specific Plan also recommends that
the commercial core is the appropriate place for mid-rise buildings and that parcels that do not
have frontage on a commercial corridor should not be developed for mid-rise buildings.
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Concept Plan 1: Proposed Future
Growth Illustration
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High Occupancy Housing Site Design
The updates to the Regional Plan proposed as part of the Concept Plan could only be considered
in discretionary decisions on rezoning and annexation cases, and changes the Zoning Code.
There are many parcels within the City limits, outside of activity centers, that are already
entitled to build High Occupancy Housing developments. Therefore, updates to the standards
and guidelines that regulate HOH developments will also be needed in order to achieve
Flagstaff’s vision. Changes will be needed to multiple City Codes and policies to consistently
achieve the illustrations provided in HOH sites. However, HOH developers can voluntarily
incorporate any of the site development suggestions in these illustrations to better adapt their
plans to the built environment in Flagstaff. Variations from these illustrations can be considered
in compliance with this specific plan without amendment, if the proposal meets all of the
requirements of the goals and policies in Chapter 3.

Concept Plan Illustrations
The Concept Plan for the public review draft has two illustrations. These may be refined and
more may be developed, as a result, of public comment received during the 60-day review. A
topical plan such as the HOH Specific Plan cannot account for every scenario or site
consideration. These illustrations take the two types of activity centers, which are considered
appropriate for HOH and examines how the combination of goals and policies described in
Chapter 3 may be incorporated in each setting.
Concept Plan 2 shows an Urban Regional Activity Center setting with a variety of large, medium
and small scale HOH buildings interspersed with residential and commercial buildings.
Features in the public realm, such as street and alley grids, street furnishings, and civic spaces
and park, demonstrate the expectation for activated and vibrant spaces in an urban setting. The
location of parking and stormwater systems show what efficiencies that city may be able to
achieve with the right policies, programs, and partnerships. This illustration also demonstrated
the variety of building types expected in an urban setting and the transition from the core of the
activity center to the pedestrian shed.
Concept Plan 3 shows a Suburban Regional Activity Center setting. The parcels in this area are
larger than in an Urban Activity Center but are still broken up by road and pedestrian
connections. Pedestrian connects are frequent enough to mimic an urban street grid. The site
still has a variety of buildings and masses buildings towards the largest street with a more
welcoming entrance on the smaller street. Streets on the interior of the development provide the
“main street” for shopping and residents. Future connections that would help break up a block
that is larger than desired were retained. Sustainability features in the building and the
availability of wider sidewalks. Larger buildings have a variety of entrances including stoops
along the internal street to distinguish the residential building from the mixed-use building.
Note to Reviewers
Additional illustrations and eventually 3D renderings will be developed as public comments are
received and direction from City Boards and Commissions. What other illustrations would be
useful or important to include in the final draft?
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Concept Plan 2: Illustrations of High Occupancy Housing in the context of an Urban Activity Center - Regional Scale

Activity Center
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Concept Plan 3: Illustrations of High Occupancy Housing in the context of a Suburban Activity Center - Regional Scale

Activity Center
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Chapter 4: Goals, Policies, and Implementation
Strategies
COMMENTING ON THE PUBLIC REVIEW DRAFT
The goals, policies, and implementation strategies in this chapter are preliminary and subject
to change based on public comments, direction from the City Council, changes in conditions,
and further review by staff and partner agencies. Therefore, it is equally important to provide
comments on policies that you support as those you would like to see changed or removed.
The project team has endeavored to present the best policies considered so far and a wide
variety of choices for the community and policymakers. This is not an exhaustive list of all the
policies considered in this process. There is ongoing review of the legal and practical
implications of all of these policies, and of how they might interact with each other. Public
support or lack thereof during the April focus group and May workshop were considered as
well.
Please also review the corresponding proposed amendments to the text of the Flagstaff
Regional Plan 2030 in Appendix B in your consideration of this work. The proposed plan
amendments are intended to clarify and assist in accurate cross-referencing between the
Regional Plan, the HOH Specific Plan, the Zoning Code, and the Engineering and Design
Goals and policies in the High Occupancy Housing (HOH) Specific Plan are topic specific ways
of advancing the goals and policies of the Flagstaff Regional Plan 2030 (FRP30). Goals and
policies in this chapter are written broadly because they are intended to be viable for a 10- to 20year planning horizon. During the next 20 years, physical, financial, political, and social
environments may change, but the goals and policies should provide consistency in the path
forward for the development of activity centers and mid-rise buildings throughout the City.
All City capital projects, or rezoning, annexation, and plan amendment applications will be
reviewed by City staff to determine consistency with the Regional Plan, but must also take into
account any applicable specific plans. Specific plans do not change existing entitlements, and
development applications that use their existing rights and comply with City standards are not
subject to review for consistency with the Regional Plan. If a Regional Plan goal or policy is
highlighted under, a goal in the HOH Specific Plan, then it should be weighted more heavily in
future decision-making in HOH cases than a goal that is not listed in this chapter. The exception
to this is if a neighborhood or corridor plan comes to a different conclusion than this topical
specific plan, then that more detailed plan would take precedence unless otherwise stated in the
document.
The HOH Specific Plan will be used in the regulatory decision-making process by the City
Planning and Zoning Commission, City Council, and City staff, such as in plan amendments and
requests for rezoning. The Commission and the Council are responsible for making development
decisions such as zoning map amendments or annexations, approval of rezoning requests that
depends, in part, on whether the proposed changes or projects are consistent with the Specific
Plan’s goals and policies. When reviewing development proposals, City staff, the Planning and
Zoning Commission, and the City Council will review applicable goals and policies to determine
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whether a proposed development is consistent with the Specific Plan. Implementation strategies
are intended to be completed along with or soon after the Specific Plan’s adoption. Once the City
Code is updated, new “entitled” development applications will have to meet the new Codes.
The Concept Plan and the text of the Specific Plan will provide supplemental information for the
interpretation of goals and policies. In case of any conflict between the Concept Plan and the
Specific Plan’s goals and policies, the goals and policies will prevail. The Specific Plan is also
used to guide decisions related to the expansion of public infrastructure, for example, the
building or improvement of new roads and trails, investment in parks or public buildings, and
other facilities. Many initiatives to improve the community start at the grassroots level. Thus,
the Specific Plan may be used by all citizens in order to advocate for new development that
conforms to the Specific Plan and for assistance in implementing actions that will further the
Specific Plan’s vision and direction.
The headings and names of the goals are for reference purposes only and should be disregarded
in interpreting the language of the goals. Maps and figures in this section are illustrative of the
policies.
Policies and strategies marked with a # may be applied more broadly than HOH buildings when
they are implemented and are included because they are designed to promote better outcomes
for HOH buildings and the surrounding areas.
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Promote HOH buildings that connect and enhance urban
patterns
Goal 1: New buildings, including HOH, connect and enhance the urban patterns,
especially those of the Downtown and surrounding neighborhoods. This may be
achieved through the promotion of small and medium-scale buildings, historic
preservation, street patterns, and pedestrian connectivity.
Relevant Flagstaff Regional Plan Goals and Policies
Policy LU.10.3.Value the traditional neighborhoods established around downtown by maintaining and
improving their highly walkable character, transit accessibility, diverse mix of land uses, and historic
building form.
Policy LU.12.5. Maintain rear alleys for access to mid-block parking spaces to provide an out-of-sight
location for utility equipment, and to allow the fronts of buildings to be free of driveways and parking
garage entrances.
Policy NH.1.2. Respect traditions, identifiable styles, proportions, streetscapes, relationships between
buildings, yards, and roadways; and use historically appropriate and compatible building and
structural materials when making changes to existing neighborhoods, especially in historic
neighborhoods.
Goal NH.2. Look to downtown Flagstaff as the primary focal point of the community character.
Policy NH.2.3. Continue the tradition of multi-story, multi-use buildings to maintain and increase a
stable, mixed-income residential population when planning new structures in the downtown and
Southside neighborhoods.
Policy ED.7.5. Develop urban infrastructure that supports revitalization and redevelopment.

Policies
1. Repeat the patterns of streets, alleys, buildings, and civic spaces from within nearby historic
districts or neighborhoods 5 in the site planning of HOH developments.
2. Promote development of new alleys, in a traditional pattern for the neighborhood, to provide
trash pick-up and parking access, behind the buildings, where they do not already exist in
Downtown and the surrounding neighborhoods.#
3. Do not abandon public alleys or allow them to be fully enclosed by a building. #
4. Enhance the City’s historic preservation and adaptive reuse opportunities through incentives
and grants. #
5. Remove policy barriers to achieving new development patterns compatible historic districts
and historic neighborhoods (See also Goal 5). #

Implementation Strategies
1. Allow for an administrative adjustment in the Zoning Code to the minimum commercial
depth (from a 70-foot minimum to 20-foot) that can be applied to builds that are three
stories or less, when ADA accessible units are provided on the first floor.
2. Change density calculations in the Zoning Code from dwelling units per acre to be number of
bedrooms per acre. #

5

Historic district and neighborhoods are identified on Map 14 in the Flagstaff Regional Plan 2030.
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3. Create development standards that define a small, medium, and large commercial block
building (relative to T4, T5, and T6 zones); including setting a maximum building and lot
width or effective lot size for commercial block buildings.

Figure 26: Example of a small scale HOH building in an urban context

Figure 27: Example of a medium-scale HOH building in an urban context
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4. Develop standards in the Subdivision and Zoning Codes for the preservation and/or creation
of alley networks throughout Downtown and the surrounding neighborhoods, regardless of
zoning applied. Alleys should be designed for pedestrians and motorized vehicles, through
amenities such as enhanced pavement materials, street furnishings, and public art. #
Map 12: Blocks in the Downtown Regulating Plan that do not have alleys

5. When the demolition or removal of a historic structure cannot be avoided in an HOH
development, encourage the developer to make the building available for relocation.
6. Provide a larger grant for repair of historic structures if the structure is listed on the
National Register as an incentive to protect historic structures, especially those in the flood
plain. #
7. Allow parking requirements to be met through shared parking agreements, off-site parking
contributions, and other methods to promote the feasibility of developing smaller parcels,
where parking management programs are in place. #
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Promote HOH primarily as a part of complete Activity
Centers
Goal 2: HOH buildings anchor the commercial core of activity centers. Their
proportions and design are tied to the activity centers type (urban, suburban,
rural), scale (central business, regional, neighborhood), and proximity of
historic districts and neighborhoods.
Relevant Flagstaff Regional Plan Goals and Policies
Policy LU.7.1. Concentrate urban development in locations that use land efficiently, and are served by
roads, water, sewer, and other public facilities and services, and that support transit, reduced vehicle
trips, ad conservation of energy and water.
Policy LU.11.6. Strive for a wide variety of activities in downtown to create a healthy mix of housing,
employment, shopping, cultural, and civic uses.
Policy LU.18.1. Design activity centers and corridors appropriate to and within the context of each area
type: urban, suburban, or rural.
Policy LU.18.2. Strive for activity centers and corridors that are characterized by contextual and
distinctive identities, derived from history, environmental features, a mix of uses, well-designed public
spaces, parks, plazas, and high-quality design
Policy LU.18.14. Endorse efficiency of infrastructure with compact development within targeted activity
centers.
Policy LU.18.7. Concentrate commercial, retail, services, and mixed use within the activity center’s
commercial core.
Policy LU.18.8. Increase residential densities, live-work units, and home occupations within the activity
center’s pedestrian shed.
Policy LU.18.9. Plan activity centers and corridors appropriate to their respective regional or
neighborhood scale.
Goal NH.2. Look to downtown Flagstaff as the primary focal point of the community character.

Policies
1. Rezoning properties to allow for large-scale HOH development is appropriate in the
commercial core of regional-scale activity centers, when the properties are not located in
historic districts and neighborhoods.
2. Rezoning properties to allow medium- and small-scale HOH buildings can be appropriate in
neighborhood-scale activity centers, when they are centrally located, and can be located in
the pedestrian shed of regional centers, when they address the transition between larger
HOH development and the surrounding neighborhoods.
3. HOH buildings are designed to be pedestrian oriented at the street level, and to create
vibrant and active civic spaces for both residents and neighbors.
4. HOH buildings interact with surrounding neighborhoods and businesses through the
location of doors and windows to the street or other pedestrian environment, such as a
courtyard or plaza, continuation of existing street patterns, and enhancement of existing
business and cultural opportunities.
5. Discourage HOH locations that are not served by high frequency, permanent transit stops
and that do not have multimodal access to Downtown or another major employment or
activity center (Milton, NAU, FMC, etc.).
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Implementation Strategies
1. The Regional Plan identifies an ideal block size in Urban areas but is silent on the same
parameters in Suburban areas. Establishing desired block sizes is necessary to setting
connectivity standards for new development and encourages unusually larger parcels to be
broken up by roads, sideways and pedestrian aces. Add desired block sizes and frequency of
bicycle and pedestrian connections to Suburban Activity Centers’ Regional Plan descriptions
(Plan is currently silent on this) to increase connectivity. #
a. Suburban Activity Center Block Size: 600 to 1,000 x 600 to 1,000
b. Lot size is variable.
c. Across any lot or block in an activity center, bicycle and pedestrian connectivity is
generally 300to 600 x 300 to 600 (Similar to desired Urban block size, already in the
Regional Plan)
Map 13: Examples of Block Dimensions near Milton Rd. and Route 66
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2. In order to direct HOH to locations that are acceptable to the community, emphasize that
HOH is preferred in Regional-scale Activity Centers (Red). Consider changing designation of
some neighborhood-scale activity centers to regional-scale (Yellow): South Milton (2),
Ponderosa Parkway, Little America, 4th Street and Butler Ave, and Juniper Point.
3. Change U1 (Downtown) from a regional-scale activity center to a “Downtown” activity center
to better identify its unique character and integrate its historic significance. For this activity
center, consideration of LU.11 and LU.12 (Downtown Goals and Policies would trump any
conflicting Goals and Policies for Activity Centers in general (LU.18). #
4. Delineate the commercial core of Downtown as any properties in the T6 or T5 transect
zones. #
5. Adjust architectural design guidelines, engineering standards for streetscapes and civic
spaces, and building types and façade types in the transect zones to better reflect the desired
environment for urban activity centers. #
6. In the Zoning Code, create a conditional use permit (CUP) or overlay for mixed use buildings
in Highway Commercial, Community Commercial, and Commercial Services zones that:
o Have a density of more than 50 units per acre or
o Have a bedroom density that is more than 125 bedrooms per acres, or
o Have a site that is larger than one acre.
Note for Reviewers
We would like to hear your thoughts, concerns, or questions about what criteria should be used for a CUP
or overlay, if council gives the direction to implement this strategy.
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Map 14: Regional Plan factors to be considered in determination of preferred sites
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Leverage HOH to create more efficient and equitable
transportation
Goal 3: The creation and operation of HOH development supports increasing the
mode share of pedestrian, bicycle, and transit travel.
Relevant Flagstaff Regional Plan Goals and Policies
Policy E.1.5. Promote and encourage the expansion and use of energy-efficient modes of transportation:
Public transportation, bicycles, pedestrians
Policy LU.5.5. Plan for and promote compact commercial development as activity centers with mixed
uses, allowing for efficient multi-modal transit options and infrastructure. Policy LU.10.7. Invest in
infrastructure and right-of-way enhancements as an incentive for private investment in urban
neighborhoods and activity centers.
Policy LU.18.3. Redevelop underutilized properties, upgrade aging infrastructure, and enhance rightsof-way and public spaces so that existing activity centers and corridors can realize their full potential.
Policy LU.18.14. Endorse efficiency of infrastructure with compact development within targeted activity
centers.
Policy LU.18.5. Plan for and support multi-modal activity centers and corridors with an emphasis on
pedestrian and transit friendly design.
Policy LU.18.16. Adopt traffic regulations to increase awareness of pedestrian-oriented design for
activity centers.
Policy LU.19.4. Balance automobile use, parking, bicycle access, while prioritizing pedestrian safety
along all corridors.
Policy T.1.6. Provide and promote strategies that increase alternate modes of travel and demand for
vehicular travel to reduce peak period traffic.
Policy T.1.7. Coordinate transportation and other public infrastructure investments efficiently to achieve
land use and economic goals.
Policy T.1.8. Plan for development to provide on-site, publicly-owned transportation improvements and
provide adequate parking.
Policy T.3.3. Couple transportation investments with desired land use patterns to enhance and protect
the quality and livability of neighborhoods, activity centers, and community places.
Policy T.3.4. Actively manage parking, including cost and supply, to support land use, transportation,
and economic development goals.
Goal T.4. Promote transportation infrastructure and services that enhance the quality of life of the
communities within the region.
Goal T.5. Increase the availability and use of pedestrian infrastructure, including FUTS, as a critical
element of a safe and livable community.
Goal T.6. Provide for bicycling as a safe and efficient means of transportation and recreation.
Goal T.7. Provide a high-quality, safe, convenient, accessible public transportation system, where
feasible, to serve as an attractive alternative to single-occupant vehicles.
Policy ED.7.5. Develop urban infrastructure that supports revitalization and redevelopment.

Policies
1. Adjust criteria in the Zoning Code to require better multimodal transportation performance
in order to receive a parking reduction. #
2. Develop partnerships to support the City’s ability to increase bike, pedestrian and transit
trips for High Occupancy Housing developments, employment centers, special districts, and
activity centers.
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3. Improve transportation impact analysis (TIA) procedures for all scales of development to
more quantitatively assess pedestrian, bicycle and transit impacts, and plan for the
mitigation of impacts to these modes and the development of their respective facilities. #
4. Prioritize the safety of pedestrians and bicyclists in the vicinity of HOH developments in the
design of streets.
5. Improve communication about transportation impacts to all modes for HOH developments.

Implementation Strategies
1. Only apply the parking reduction allowed in the Zoning Code for proximity to transit stops
(in both directions), and when there are “complete” ADA accessible bicycle and pedestrian
paths between the location and the stop. Complete is defined by continuity of an improved
path, crossing, or sidewalk between the project location and the bus stop. (Currently, any
development within ¼ mile of a transit stop can request this parking reduction, regardless
of the connecting infrastructure’s condition). #
2. Require more short-term bike parking for all commercial development and multi-family
residential. #
3. Require new HOH developments to provide enough covered, enclosed, and secured bike
parking for a certain percentage of residences in the development. (Currently, a
development can receive an parking reduction for installing a standard bike rack) #
4. Offer an incentive for providing more than the minimum amount of covered, enclosed and
secured bicycle parking within a multifamily development in addition to short-term bicycle
parking. #
5. Explore providing a parking reduction or other incentives for providing car share service and
its own dedicated parking. #
6. Update Engineering Design Standards and Specifications to require a plain English
summary and visuals or microsimulations to explain findings as part of the submittal in
order to facilitate the public’s understanding and access to this public information for the
Traffic Impact Analysis process. #
7. Update the Engineering Design Standards and Specifications with Levels of Service policies
for bicycles, pedestrians, and transit (See Regional Plan amendments to Chapter X:
Transportation in Appendix B). #
8. For all infill and redevelopment projects, establish guidelines for road cross-sections where
the available right of way is not sufficient to meet new construction standards (See Regional
Plan amendments to Chapter X: Transportation in Appendix B related to use priority). This
condition is typical of Flagstaff’s historic neighborhoods. #
9. Update the Commercial Center cross-sections in the Engineering Design Standards and
Specifications to be meet the desired place-making outcomes in Activity Centers. #
10. Prioritize partnerships that create improved crossings of S. Milton Road, especially grade
separated ones, in order to support HOH developments in the Woodlands Village area.
Other arterial road crossings should be prioritized around pedestrian and bicycle travel, and
be frequent enough to discourage unsafe mid-block crossing.
11. Have NAIPTA and the City jointly create transit development standards to determine transit
stop improvements, locations and funding.#
12. Adopt a coordinated Travel Demand Management (TDM) Plan for the City, NAIPTA, and
other agencies that includes strategies that provide operational supports for transit walking
and biking, such as bike share, real-time transit data displays, etc. #
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a. Once the overarching TDM Plan is adopted, require HOH development that seek a
rezoning to include property-specific TDM strategies in their design. This would
allow them to select from a menu of TDM options to achieve a minimum score or
offset trip generation in the TIA.
b. Require that HOH developments integrate TDM strategies into their site to
compensate for parking reductions.
c. Hire TDM education, outreach, and enforcement program manager to monitor and
run the program for property managers and regional employers who want to
participate.
13. Encourage property management companies of HOH to offer tenants reduced or free bus
passes as part of their rental fees.
14. Consider the use the City Engineer’s authority to process modifications for site-specific turn
lanes in activity centers and urban areas, when they would be detrimental to bicyclist and
pedestrian safety and comfort. #
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Enhance public spaces where HOH is located
Goal 4: Civic and pedestrian spaces provide high quality “front porch”
experiences that enhance cultural and social activity for high occupancy housing
residents and neighbors.
Relevant Flagstaff Regional Plan Goals and Policies
Policy CC.5.3. Encourage the integration of art into public and private development projects.
Policy LU.5.7. Encourage the placement of institutional and civic buildings centrally within a
neighborhood to promote walkability and multi-use recreation spaces.
Policy LU.10.9. Civic spaces must be well designed, accessible, and central to the urban fabric.
Policy LU.13.8. Locate civic spaces, parks, and institutional uses within neighborhood pedestrian sheds.
Policy LU.18.2. Strive for activity centers and corridors that are characterized by contextual and
distinctive identities, derived from history, environmental features, a mix of uses, well-designed public
spaces, parks, plazas, and high-quality design.
Policy NH.1.6. New development, especially on the periphery, will contribute to completing
neighborhoods, including interconnecting with other neighborhoods; providing parks, civic spaces, and
a variety of housing types; and protecting sensitive natural and cultural features.

Policies
1. HOH developments should provide a visual analysis of its impacts to the San Francisco
Peaks, Mt. Elden, and/or Observatory Mesa from major intersections on Great Streets and
public parks and open space. Allow neighborhood plans to identify smaller scale views to be
considered. 6
2. Civic and pedestrian spaces on-site should be oriented to provide public accessible and
welcoming spaces with views of the San Francisco Peaks, Mt. Elden and/or Observatory
Mesa.
3. Encourage complete streets with a “main street” character throughout activity centers. #
4. Promote centrally located civic space in every activity center commensurate with the
character and scale of the area. #

Implementation Strategies
1. The City fund a viewshed analysis for public spaces within the City in order to identify
priority views to preserve and enhance (funding and consultant would be needed). This
study could inform open space purchases and strategic changes to City Codes that can better
protect viewsheds. #
2. Implement the Zoning Code civic space strategy for the Downtown Regulating Plan by
developing a civic space/park plan, as permitted, and then allow the City to collect fees to
reimburse the City for purchasing property for consolidated parks and gathering spaces in
the Downtown and surrounding neighborhoods. #

This analysis could not limit the exercise of existing private property rights, but can inform the design
and development of the site. In discretionary decisions, it may be used to determine conditions of
approval and regional plan conformance.

6
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3. Encourage a portion of open space7 within activity centers to be publicly accessible, rather
than private clubhouses and pools.
4. Identify locations within or near activity centers on the West Flagstaff that would be
desirable for a parks and civic spaces, since this is the area of greatest need according to the
Master Parks Plan. #
5. Reconsider city policy on minimum size of public parks within activity centers and urban
neighborhoods to allow for more publicly maintained pocket parks and civic spaces in these
locations. #
6. Adjust road cross-sections in the Engineering Standards to achieve the quality of
connections needed to create functional activity centers and more walkable urban
neighborhoods. #
7. Establish design standards to beautify buildings that are elevated above in the Rio de Flag
and Clay Avenue floodplains.# For example:
• No blank walls
• Murals and Mosaics
• Sloped berms and large foundation landscaping
• Stoops
• Street Furnishings and planters
• Enhanced architectural details and materials at the street level

7

Per the Zoning Code definition
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Stormwater policies to support public safety and placemaking
Goal 5: Balance the needs of stormwater management and place-making to remove
barriers to small and medium HOH development.
Relevant Flagstaff Regional Plan Goals and Policies
Policy WR.5.5. Give preference to regional detention facilities that are designed in conjunction with
smaller low-impact development features, rather than numerous smaller dispersed basins. Encourage
regional detention basins to incorporate natural watershed characteristics as well as offering
recreational components.

Policies
1. Plan for regional, neighborhood, and multi-parcel scale stormwater retention and detention
to support urban place-making, and small and medium HOH infill and redevelopment. #
Implementation strategies
1. Complete the Rio de Flag flood control project as a top City priority. #
2. Implement a green infrastructure policies that allow infill and redevelopment projects of
small and medium scale in urban areas to meet some of their LID or detention requirement
in the public right-of-way, with proper financial assurances. #
3. Consider context-appropriate frontage types and modifications for development within the
Transect Zones to reduce the cost of flood proofing without sacrificing design of the public
realm.

Reduce waste and increase energy efficiency of HOH
developments
Goal 6: HOH developments make significant contributions to Flagstaff’s energy
and solid waste goals.
Relevant Flagstaff Regional Plan Goals and Policies
Goal E.1. Increase energy efficiency.
Goal E.2. Expand production and use of renewable energy.
Goal PF.2. Provide sustainable and equitable public facilities, services, and infrastructure systems in an
efficient and effective manner to serve all population areas and demographics.

Policy PF.2.1. Prioritize infrastructure upgrades to encourage redevelopment and infill and
meet land use goals.
Policy WR.5.6. Implement stormwater harvesting techniques to support water conservation
strategies by collecting and using local precipitation in the vicinity where it falls to support
both human and overall watershed health needs.
Policy ED.4.5. In an effort to promote the sustainability of resources, the City will encourage
all new and expanded commercial and industrial development to be energy and water
efficient.
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Policies
1. Promote materials management strategies in HOH buildings that increase recycling rates
and extend the life of the Flagstaff landfill Remove obstacles and create incentives to include
alternative energy production and energy conservation technologies into new HOH
developments.

Implementation Strategies
1. Add a policy to the regional plan about extending the life of the landfill.#
2. Require that structures for multifamily buildings include chutes, and/or enclosures for
recycling in initial construction. Create and require accurate signage to inform residents of
multifamily buildings what can be placed in trash or recycling.
3. Create engineering and public works standards for new recycling technology including
compactors and enclosures, so developers do not have to go through a special approval
process to construct a custom enclosure. #
4. Require HOH management to educate all new tenants on their waste management
infrastructure.
5. Adopt the most recent version of (2015 or 2018) International Energy Conservation Code for
all new construction in the City of Flagstaff. #
6. Incentivize new HOH construction to perform at a certain percentage (such as 20%) over the
current City of Flagstaff Energy Code energy efficiency requirements.
7. Require HOH developments and all larger building projects over a certain size to divert at
least 50% of the total construction and demolition material, so it does not end up at the
landfill. #
8. Create a financing mechanism or incentive system to increase solar energy production on
HOH sites (i.e. grant or PACE-style program). #
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Improving NAU-City coordination
Goal 7: Ensure continued and improved coordination between the City and NAU
to collaborate on projects of concern to NAU and the wider community and to
address nuisance issues in neighborhoods.
Relevant Flagstaff Regional Plan Goals and Policies
Policy NH.1.7. Develop appropriate programs and tools to ensure the appropriate placement, design,
and operation of new student housing developments consistent with neighborhood character and scale.
Policy NH.1.8. Prioritize the stabilization of a neighborhood’s identity and maintain cultural diversity as
new development occurs.

Policies
1. Coordinate programs, policy-making, and infrastructure projects at the elected,
administrative, faculty and staff levels to ensure excellent communication and efficient
decision-making.
2. Educate students moving off campus about “good neighbor” expectations. #
3. Create resources for students and new residents to find out about neighborhood programs
and services. #

Implementation Strategies
1. Create a Master Intergovernmental Agreement (IGA) with NAU to help facilitate shared
interests and projects throughout the community.
2. NAU and the City will provide education and support to property managers and students
who live off-campus through the Good Neighbor Coalition, Community Liaison, Crime Free
Multi-Housing, and Code Compliance programs. #
3. Continue to collaborate on the production and distribution of the off-campus student Good
Neighbor Guide. #
4. Build a more comprehensive and interactive neighborhood services webpage and include
resources for students moving off-campus and information about how the City and NAU
coordinate services and public projects. #
5. Find annual funding for mitigating the solid waste impacts off move in and move out weeks
to off campus neighborhoods and communities. #
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Promote affordability and sustainability incentives
Goal 8: HOH buildings create housing choices and transportation, land use and
building efficiencies that support meeting Flagstaff’s sustainability and
affordable housing goals.
Relevant Flagstaff Regional Plan Goals and Policies
Goal E.1. Increase energy efficiency.
Goal E.2. Expand production and use of renewable energy.
Goal WR.3. Satisfy current and future human water demands and the needs of the natural environment
through sustainable and renewable water resources and strategic conservation measures.
Goal NH.3. Make available a variety of housing types at different price points, to provide housing
opportunity for all economic sectors.
Policy NH.3.5. Encourage and incentivize affordable housing.
Policy NH.4.4. Encourage green practices in housing construction and rehabilitation that support
durable, healthy, and energy efficient homes
Policy ED.4.5. In an effort to promote the sustainability of resources, the City will encourage all new
and expanded commercial and industrial development to be energy and water efficient.

Policies
1. Recalibrate incentives in the zoning code to favor housing affordability and sustainability in
a way that expands their use in HOH developments. #
2. Pursue affordable housing opportunities in HOH buildings because of their access to work,
and transit opportunities and services to meet the daily needs of residents.

Implementation Strategies
1. Set a base residential density for mixed-use development in all or certain commercial zones
(such as Community Commercial and Commercial Services) and only allow densities above
the base with certain thresholds of affordable housing contribution.
2. Remove density as a sustainable building incentive, and implement more effective financial
incentives, such as grants and rebates, in coordination with the County’s Sustainable
Building program. #
3. Allow codified sustainability techniques to be used in any zone based on performance and
the conditions of the site.#
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Promote economic resiliency through building design in
HOH developments
Goal 9: HOH buildings are designed as flexible and adaptable buildings that can
support changing economic conditions and support entrepreneurship and local
business.
Relevant Flagstaff Regional Plan Goals and Policies
Policy ED.1.3. Use economic best practices to promote quality and fiscally sound developments.
Policy ED.3.2. Strengthen the arts, culture, and education sectors as important economic drivers in the
community.
Policy ED.3.5. Advocate the economic sustainability and growth of businesses with opportunities for
transitional commercial space, leased space, and property ownership.
Policy ED.3.6. Foster entrepreneurialism and start-up businesses with incubator and accelerator
programs in sectors that demonstrate considerable growth potential.
Policy ED.3.5. Advocate the economic sustainability and growth of businesses with opportunities for
transitional commercial space, leased space, and property ownership.
Policy ED.4.2. Promote variety and flexibility in land use and development options within the urban
growth boundary.
Goal ED.7. Continue to promote and enhance Flagstaff’s unique sense of place as an economic
development driver.

Policies
1. HOH’s retail components be small, flexible, and simple in order to promote local business
that can adapt over time.
2. Conserve resources associated with the construction and management of buildings by
designing for flexibility and ease of future adaptation and for the service life of components
and assemblies. #
3. Integrate HOH developments with employment clusters in order to attract appropriate
talent and support workforce housing.
4. HOH’s commercial components should be flexible enough to support primary sector
employment that is compatible with the residential setting, such as professional and
government services, entrepreneurs, and offices.
5. Promote openly advertising of available commercial space so that local businesses have
more opportunities to get into the development.
6. Promote individual ownership of small building components so a local middle class can have
an ownership stake.
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Set legislative priorities for new tools to address HOH
Goal 10: Flagstaff will look beyond the current State and federal laws and
programs to find future opportunities to reach the Regional Plan’s goals and to
maintain and enhance a vibrant community of strong, stable, and connected
neighborhoods.
Relevant Flagstaff Regional Plan Goals and Policies
Goal CC.2. Preserve, restore, and rehabilitate heritage resources to better appreciate our culture.
Goal LU.11. Prioritize the continual reinvigoration of downtown Flagstaff, whose strategic location,
walkable blocks, and historic buildings will continue to be a vibrant destination for all.
Policy NH.3.5. Encourage and incentivize affordable housing.

Policies
1. Recommend that the City Council set legislative priorities that explicitly support giving local
governments the ability to: #
a) Require affordable housing contributions from new development (inclusionary zoning)
b) Prevent demolition of historic structure of significance and integrity in Historic Districts.
c) Support legislation to authorize a Property Assessed Clean Energy (PACE) program in
Arizona.
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Definitions
Activity Center: Mixed-use areas where the City promotes a higher intensity of use that is well
connected to its surroundings. Activity Centers are identified on the Future Growth Illustration,
and are considered the most appropriate locations for high occupancy housing but does not
specify how to address compatibility for each center. Centers are expected to include a highdegree of transit, pedestrian and bicycle connectivity. Activity Centers are made up of a
commercial core and a pedestrian shed. They are also identified by type and scale.
Regional scale: An activity center that attracts people at a citywide or regional scale
either by containing more overall or more specialized attractions.
Neighborhood scale: A smaller-scale activity center that primarily only attracts the
surrounding neighborhoods.
Commercial Core: The center of each activity center that allows and encourages
commercial, institutional, high-density residential, mixed-use development and transit
opportunities. These cores are encouraged to be designed around the pedestrian.
Pedestrian Shed: In the context of an activity center, it is the area within a quartermile radius of the commercial core, which is an approximate five-minute walk. Areas
within the pedestrian shed are intended to be very well connected to the commercial core
by foot.
Affordable Housing: Housing that is affordable to those who cannot afford market priced
housing locally to either rent or purchase. It may be provided with either public and/or private
subsidy for people who are unable to resolve their housing requirements in the local housing
market because of the relationship between housing costs and local incomes.
Civic Space: An outdoor area dedicated for civic activities, such as art, culture, education,
recreation, government, transit, etc.
Code: The law of the City of Flagstaff, passed by ordinance in accordance with Arizona State
Law and the City Charter. The City of Flagstaff has several codes that regulate the construction
of new development, including the Zoning Code, the Engineering Design Standard and
Specifications, the Building Code, the Solid Waste Code, etc.
Commercial Corridor: A roadway that has primarily commercial uses along its side.
Commercial corridors in the Regional Plan area designated on Map 25: Road Network
illustration.
Conditional Use Permit (CUP): A permit granted by the Planning Commission to establish
a use on a property that would not be appropriate without restriction, but which is permitted
provided that all performance standards and other requirements of the Zoning Code are met.
Conditional Use Permits require a public hearing; however, Arizona law limits the types of
conditions that may be considered for a use permit in many cases.
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Conventional zoning: The traditional or Euclidean method of zoning that focuses on
controlling land-use types, permissible property uses, and the control of intensity by height
limits, units per acre, setbacks.
Downtown: Downtown is mapped differently for several different purposes. It is sometimes
considered only the Central Business District zoning; other times the entire area of the
Downtown Regulating Plan is referred to as Downtown. In addition, there is a historic district, a
special sign district, an activity center, and a Business Improvement and Redevelopment
District (which has specific taxing and quasigovernmental authorities), all of which are
identified as “Downtown.” For the purposes of the HOH Plan f a policy or strategy is not specific
enough to determine which “Downtown” boundary is appropriate, the Downtown Regulating
Plan should be used.
Downtown Regulating Plan: The set of maps that shows the transect zones, special districts,
and special requirements of the form-based code for the Downtown, Townsite, North End and
Southside neighborhoods. It also shows street and public open spaces, and designate where
various building form standards (based on intensity of urbanism) for building placement, design
and use will apply. The Regulating Plan graphically shows, applies, and places the regulations
and standards established in a form-based code.
Floodplain: Any land area susceptible to being inundated by floodwaters from any source.
Federally designated floodplains are subject to a program of corrective and preventive measures
for reducing flood damage.
Inclusionary zoning: Policies that require developers to set aside a certain percentage of
housing units in new or rehabilitated projects for low- and moderate-income residents
High density: The current high-density residential zone in Flagstaff allows heights up to 60
feet and between 10 and 29 units per acre. Densities greater than 29 units per acre are allowed
in most commercial zones for mixed-use projects.
High Occupancy Housing (HOH): Buildings that have more than 75 bedrooms per acre or
have more than 30 units per acre in dormitory or apartment-style units.
Historic districts and neighborhoods: Areas of town that are identified on Map 14:
Historic Districts in the Regional Plan. Some of areas are National or local historic districts, and
others are neighborhoods that have historic resources in them but lack the integrity or
significance to be designated as a formal district.
Incentivize A system to get a certain outcome that cannot be required. For example, the State
of Arizona does not allow cities to require a percentage of new homes be affordable, but a city
can incentivize the construction of affordable units by giving the developer the rights to
additional densities or lessening their parking requirements.
Mixed Use: The development of a single building containing more than one type of land use or
a single development of more than one building and use including, but not limited to,
residential, office, retail, recreation, public, or entertainment, where the different land use types
are in close proximity, planned as a unified complementary whole, and shared pedestrian and
vehicular access and parking areas are functionally integrated.
Neighborhood: Includes both geographic and social components, it may be an area with
similar housing types or an area surrounding a local institution patronized by residents. In the
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Regional Plan, any area not within ¼ mile of an activity center or designated Employment or
Special District is considered a neighborhood. Within ¼ mile of an activity center,
neighborhoods are distinguished from activity centers per the applicable specific plan.
Overlay Zone: A zone applied by the City Council to a property, at the request of the property
owner, that grants additional development rights and/or restrictions and is used in combination
with the Specific to Uses and Supplemental to Zones sections of the Zoning Code.
Policy: An aspirational statement within the Regional Plan or other City document adopted by
resolution, which should be followed by City staff in implementing plans and programs. Changes
to the Zoning Code and to property rights must comply with the Regional Plan by State law. For
example, if a development wants to change their existing rights they would have to prove that
the changes meet the Regional Plan’s policies.
Require: Something that must be completed before the City can approve a development. For
example, a new building is required to provide a certain amount of parking.
Regional retention and detention: A system for storing and slowing (attenuating) the
runoff from impervious surfaces such as rooftops or pavement with basins that collect from a
large area. A detention, or dry, basin has an orifice level with the bottom of the basin so that all
of the water eventually drains out and it remains dry between storms – hence, a dry basin.
Retention basins have a riser with an orifice at a higher point so that it retains and treats a
permanent pool of water. (Source: https://sustainablestormwater.org/)
Transect zoning: A zoning approach that is more concerned with the look of the buildings
than their use. Flagstaff’s transect zones contain more aesthetic details than the conventional
zones with the intent of improving the building’s appearance and its connection/interaction
with its surroundings.
Travel Demand Management: a program of information, encouragement, and incentives
provided by local or regional organizations to help people know about and use all their
transportation options to optimize all modes in the system – and to counterbalance the
incentives to drive that are so prevalent in subsidies of parking and roads. These are both
traditional and innovative technology-based services to help people use transit, ridesharing,
walking, biking, and telework. (Source: https://mobilitylab.org)
Waste diversion: The process of keeping waste out of landfills to extend their operating
lifetime and prevent the need for new landfills.
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Appendix A: Constraints in Arizona
Private Property Rights Act of 2006 Passed by Proposition 207 (ARS 12-1134 )
The Private Property Rights Act of 2006 also known as Proposition 207 requires local
governments to compensate a private property owner if the value of a person’s property is
reduced by the enactment of a land use law. A land use law regulates the use or division of land,
such as municipal zoning laws. Prop 207 is the reason why “downzoning” or changing zoning to
permit less intensive development is difficult to accomplish in Arizona. Property owners must
either waive their entitlements voluntarily or be compensated for the reduction in value of their
property. Compensation is an expensive option for local governments in many cases. Examples
of downzoning would be:
•
•
•

Taking away the ability to build an office building in favor of single family homes
Reducing the density of housing units from 8 units per acre to 3 units per acre
Reducing the maximum allowable building height from 65’ to 35’.

Why can’t we implement inclusionary zoning?
Senate Bill 1072, passed in 2015
Prohibits requiring affordable housing in a zoning code but does not limit the use of an
incentive, density bonus or other voluntary provision or condition designed to increase the
supply of moderate or lower cost housing.
Why is it hard to pass Moratorium legislation?
Standards for enactment of moratorium; land development; limitations; definitions. A.R.S. 9463.06
Aside from moratoriums based upon a shortage of water, sewer, or street improvements – which
does not apply to the City – a moratorium can only be enacted where there is a lack of other
public facilities (police/fire/etc.) causing a clear and imminent danger to the health and safety of
the public. In this case, City must make a number of findings, including that there are no
reasonable alternatives, that the supply housing types is not unreasonably restricted, and that
the public harm outweighs the other adverse effects.
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Appendix B: Proposed Amendments to the Flagstaff
Regional Plan 2030
The following are potential replacement pages for Chapter IX and X in the Flagstaff Regional
Plan 2030. Like the goals, policies and strategies, these proposed amendments are preliminary
and are expected to change based on public comments, direction from Council, Boards, and
Commissions, and further staff work.
Changes to the text are in orange or blue and explanations of the rationale behind these changes
are in boxes with black lines around them. Only pages that might change have been included in
this appendix. Reviewers can compare these pages to the current version of the Flagstaff
Regional Plan 2030 at www.flagstaffmatters.com.
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Growth Areas
& Land Use
The Growth Areas & Land Use component of the Flagstaff Regional
Plan is a community vision of how land use in the region should
occur for the next 20 years. It also sets the legal framework for more
specific planning and zoning regulations. It is important to recognize
that this is a diverse community that demands land use options while
recognizing private property rights. To promote a balanced land use
pattern, consideration will be given to the following concepts:
Growth

IX

Inside this Chapter:
EXISTING LAND SUPPLY
Context of Land Uses		
How Land is Evaluated		
Existing Conditions and Trends
Land Ownership		
Overall Land Supply		

IX-2
IX-2
IX-3
IX-8
IX-12

Future growth will be concentrated in reinvestment areas and
will include a balance of infill and redevelopment in existing
neighborhoods as well as the development of “Greenfields” within the
growth boundary.

GROWTH
Reinvestment Areas
Greenfield Development
What We Have vs.
Where We Are Going		

Area Types

AREA TYPES
Urban				
Suburban			
Rural				
Employment Centers, Business
Parks and Industrial Areas
Special Planning Areas

IX-59
IX-61

PLACE TYPES
Activity Centers		
Neighborhoods and Corridors

IX-62
IX-69

Correct inconsistency
with other document text

This chapter is organized around three area types: urban, suburban
and rural. Flagstaff enjoys existing urban, suburban, and rural areas
as neighborhoods, shopping areas, roadways, and other spaces.
Within each area type, there are distinct areas called place types.
Employment and Special Planning Area area types exist within all
place types to provide for the economic vitality of the Region. The
Parks/Open Space area types are also identified throughout the
community.
Place Types

IX-22
IX-30
IX-31
IX-34
IX-45
IX-52

Place types include activity centers, neighborhoods, and corridors,
and provide the framework around which our community is built.
Land uses that occur within the different place types are further designated into categories such as residential,
commercial, and institutional, which define the type of use and zoning for those place types. The land uses
appropriate for each activity center are listed on the urban, suburban, and rural area character tables. Employment
Centers can exist within all place types, but along with Special Planning areas, they need special consideration.

Our Vision for the Future
In 2030, our community continues to grow in a smart and connected way, making investments in efficient
infrastructure, alternative travel modes, and promoting housing choice while seeking to reduce sprawl. The
land use decisions made in the region promote a healthy lifestyle and quality of life desired by many.
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GROWTH
Historically, growth areas in the Flagstaff region have clustered around jobs, from the earliest railroad stop and
lumberyards, to the University and downtown Flagstaff. Within the region, the City of Flagstaff is surrounded
by public lands, and thus the supply of private land for development is somewhat limited. For these reasons,
and because Flagstaff residents value the protection of the natural forests and public lands surrounding the
City, planning in Flagstaff for the last 25 years has encouraged (but not mandated) development in more central
areas, thereby preserving more of the outer areas of the region and reducing sprawl. This concept of “compact
development” was included in the Flagstaff Growth Management Guide 2000 adopted in April 1987 and continued
within the former Flagstaff Regional Land Use and Transportation Plan adopted in November 2001. Both of these
documents included goals and policies in support of the principles of reduced sprawl and compact development,
while also allowing for many developments to occur under existing zoning and land entitlements. The principle
of compact development may be viewed and described in three tiers. Compact Developme in Flagstaff can be
provided an multiple contexts and settings:
1. Citywide: At the city-wide scale, compact development can encourage infill
and reinvestment in existing urban, suburban, and rural area types, thereby
allowing for the preservation of open space and natural resources toward the
periphery.
2. Activity centers and corridorsneighborhoods: At the local level, such as
in activity centers and along commercial corridorswithin neighborhoods,
compact development allows for increased intensity and density of residential,
commercial, or mixed-use activities through creative and intensive site
design within activity centers at urban, suburban and rural contexts, and
Correct
along corridors. Typical residential densities in compact developments are
omissions
higher than in adjoining areas and encompasses residential and commercial
and make
consistent development, and single-family houses, townhomes, apartments, and livewith other work units so that residents have a choice in the type of housing they desire.
document In commercial areas, tTwo and three story buildings are typical, with building
text
fronts right up to the sidewalk, and parking arranged behind and to the side
of buildings. A range of housing and transportation options are supported,
with an emphasis on improving pedestrian and bicycle circulation within a
complete street, reducing necessary additional vehicle trips. Civic spaces are
typically included, providing opportunities for civic participation, shopping,
recreation, and socializing outdoors in all seasons.
3. Neighborhoods within walking distance of activity centers provide denser
housing choices, such as townhomes, apartments, and live-work units, and
provide a transition to diverse residential neighborhoods.
4. Employment centers also provide important opportunities for compact
development and incorporate multi-modal and mixed use principles to reduce
vehicle trips.
5. Cluster development: Within a development site, residential and commercial
uses may be clustered closer together as a means of preserving natural
resources and open space, and minimizing infrastructure costs.

Why Compact Development?
Encouraging the option of compact
development for the region allows for
the following to be achieved while still
respecting Flagstaff’s scale, character,
and design traditions:
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Support economic vitality
Well connected access for
pedestrians, bicyclists, cars, and
transit
Appropriate multi-modal
thoroughfare design
Medium to high densities in
appropriate contexts
Provision of a range of housing
options including smaller housing
types on small lots and multifamily housing options with
shared amenities
A mix of uses, i.e., several types
of housing, commercial, and
office space are located in close
proximity with civic spaces to
provide vibrant commercial
spaces, quality places for people
to live, and to support infill
and reinvestment of existing
developed areas.
Interconnected streets
Innovative and flexible approaches
to parking
Access and proximity to transit
Reduction of sprawl on the
periphery of the region
Support of conservation and open
space goals as well as watershed
protection
Minimize traffic congestion
Reduced miles of streets and
utility infrastructure resulting
in lowered City operating and
maintenance costs.

Support for the concept of more compact growth does not, and has not, precluded
new suburban development from occurring away from the center of the City, such
as the Ponderosa Trails subdivision. It does, however, speak to a desire to encourage
some future development to be more inwardly focused while ensuring freedom
of choice for developers to satisfy market demand for various housing types. The
discussion of growth areas is paramount in reducing sprawl, protecting open space, and promoting efficiencies in
infrastructure and services.
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GROWTH
Land Use Tool Box
Activity Centers are mixed-use
areas where there is a concentration of
commercial and other land uses typically
defined by a pedestrian shed. Activity
centers are the appropriate locations for
higher-density residential development, such
as mid-rise and apartment buildingslivework units, and home-based businesses.
They include a high-degree of pedestrian
and bicycle connectivity.

5-minute walk (about 1/4 mile). They may
be drawn as perfect circles, but in practice
pedestrian sheds have irregular shapes
because they cover the actual distance
walked, not the linear (as-the-crow-flies)
distance. In practice, it is common for
people to walk farther than a 1/4 mile to
access an activity center, when there is a
diverse mix of activities and comfortable
pedestrian infrastructure.

Commerical Cores are the most
important location for placemaking
in each activity center. They
allow and encourage commercial,
institutional, high-density residential,
mixed-use development and transit
opportunities.These cores are
designed to have active public realms
including outdoor cafes, public art,
comfortable pedestrian facilties,
street trees and furniture and include
housing above and behind commercial
uses.

Commercial Corridors are roads that
allow for commerical and mixed use
development.They often intersect
and connect nearby activity centers.

Pedestrian Sheds are the basic building
block of walkable neighborhoods.
A pedestrian shed is the area encompassed
by the walking distance from an activity
center, and is often the area covered by a

Block Size is an area of land bounded by a
street, or combination of streets, and other
land uses with defined boundaries. Block
sizes vary, with smaller blocks in walkable
urban areas, larger blocks in suburban areas,
and large tracts of land in rural areas.
Coconino County Assessor’s on-line
tool is a way to determine current land
use, zoning, lot description, property tax
history, and other information about any
piece of property within Coconino County:
http://assessor.coconino.az.gov/assessor/
web/login.jsp.

Density (dwelling units per acre) is
the number of homes (single-family,
townhouses, apartments, live/work units,
etc.) per acre. Many community resources
and recreational facilities use density to
calculate facilities needed to serve the
growing population.
Intensity of commercial development
describes the concentration of
development on a site, or the degree to
which land is occupied.
There is no single measurement of the
intensity of land use; it is usually conveyed
by dwelling units per acre, amount of traffic
generated, or FAR.
Land Measurements – acres and square
feet.
Floor-area-Ratio (FAR) is the total floor
area of all buildings or structures on a lot
divided by the gross area of the lot.
See the illustration below.

Correct
omissions
and make
consistent
with other
document
text

Refer to Chapter III - How This Plan Works to understand how a development project is processed through the City/County and what the
process is if a land use or zoning change is desired.
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GROWTH
REINVESTMENT GOALS AND POLICIES
Goal LU.1. Invest in existing neighborhoods and activity centers for the purpose of developing
complete, and connected places.
Policy LU.1.1. Plan for and support reinvestment within the existing city centers and neighborhoods for increased
employment and quality of life.
Policy LU.1.2. Develop reinvestment plans with neighborhood input, identifying the center, mix of uses, connectivity patterns,
public spaces, and appropriate spaces for people to live, work, and play.
Policy LU.1.3. Promote reinvestment at the neighborhood scale to include infill of vacant parcels, redevelopment of
underutilized properties, aesthetic improvements to public spaces, remodeling of existing buildings and streetscapes,
maintaining selected appropriate open space, and programs for the benefit and improvement of the local residents.
Policy LU.1.4. Attract private investment by reinvesting in transportation infrastructure improvements as well as public
utilities infrastructure for desired development size.
Policy LU.1.5. Maintain and upgrade existing infrastructure and invest in infrastructure to make redevelopment and infill an
attractive and more financially viable development option.
Policy LU.1.6. Establish greater flexibility in development standards and processes to assist developers in overcoming
challenges posed by redevelopment and infill sites.
Policy LU.1.7. Consider creative policy and planning tools (such as transfer of develop rights or transfer of development
obligations) as a means to incentivize redevelopment and infill.
Policy LU.1.8. Encourage voluntary land assemblage in an effort to create better utilization and opportunities for
development. Public comment has raised the concern that this policy is too broad, when considered in the context of High
Occupancy Housing improved language about connectivity and block size eliminate the need for this policy.
Policy LU.1.9. Provide public education regarding the sustainability and beneficial economics of redevelopment and infill.
Policy LU.1.10. Consider adaptive reuse possibilities when new big box developments are proposed.
Policy LU.1.11. Ensure that there is collaboration between a developer, residents, and property owners in existing
neighborhoods where redevelopment and reinvestment is proposed so that they are included, engaged, and informed.
Policy LU.1.12. Seek fair and proper relocation of existing residents and businesses in areas affected by redevelopment and
reinvestment, where necessary.

PAGE EDITED
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AREA TYPES
URBAN NEIGHBORHOOD CHARACTERISTICS
Urban areas have a higher density of people, residences, jobs and activities; buildings are taller and close to the street; streets and sidewalks
are in a grid pattern of relatively small blocks; the area is walkable and a variety of services and goods are available; served by public transportation and with various forms of shared parking (lots, garages, etc.) and street parking.

Existing Urban Area
*Symbol from Map 22

Future Urban Area
*Symbol from Map 22

Desired Pattern

Mix of missing middle housing, such as apartments, townhomes, live-work units, and triplexes, and single family housing
on smaller lots. Minimum 2 stories within a commercial core and on an urban corridors

Block Size

300 X 300 to 300 x 600

Density Range

Minimum 8 to 29 units per acre. Increased density within the ¼ mile pedestrian shed; exception for In established
Historic Districts, consider the scale and context of historic resources when establishing new property rights.

Intensity

(FARs) of 0.5 + for new urban neighborhoods. Higher range of intensity within the commercial core of activity centers
and corridors; Intensity within exception for established Historic Districts and Historic Neighborhoods is similar to
historic structures within one block of the site.

Air Quality

Consider long-term impacts to air quality by proposed development. Refer to Air Quality Goal E&C.1.

Solar Access

Consider solar access for all development, allowing passive/active solar collection.

Corridors

Refer to Urban Corridor Characteristics table, pg. IX-37

Mixed-Use

Urban mixed-use includes supporting land uses such as neighborhood shops and services, residential, business offices,
urban parks and recreation areas, religious institutions, and schools. A full range of urban services and infrastructure is
required as well as high pedestrian, bicycle and transit connectivity.

Residential

Residential uses in urban neighborhoods maywill be incorporated into mixed use projects A variety of rental and
ownership opportunities are encouraged. Affordable housing is highly valued in urban neighborhoods. This includes
apartments, condominium complexes, duplexes, townhomes, and other forms of attached housing, and single-family
which is subdivided into smaller lots.

Commercial

Commercial development is to be located within activity centers and along corridors.

Public/
Institutional

As part of mixed-use development – vertical preferred. Make centraleasily accessible to urban neighborhood and connected with transit and FUTS.

Employment/
Research &
Development/
Industrial

Industrial not appropriate for urban context. Research and Development offices, medical, services, professional offices,
retail, hotel, and restaurants as part of urban form and within mixed-use development.

Parks

Urban Parks can be publicly or privately owned and designated for recreation use, allowing for both active and passive
activities, as well as special use functions. May include special facilities and swimming pools, and neighborhood and
community parks. Future park development is contingent upon density and intensity of proposed development; and
this Plan’s policies outline the need for recreational opportunities for all residents and visitors. Refer to Chapter XV Recreation

Open Space
Public Space

Open Space in urban areas include greenways streetscapes, waterways, cemeteries, floodplains, riparian areas,
corridors, boulevard viewsheds, and public plazas and squares and are used for passive activities. These spaces may be
restored for their aesthetic value, vistas, and archaeological and historic significance. Refer to Chapter IV - Environmental
Planning & Conservation and Chapter V - Open Space

Conservation

Refer to Natural Resources Maps 7 and 8, and ‘Considerations for Development’ in Chapter IV - Environmental Planning &
Conservation.

Agriculture

Urban food production – potted vegetables, greenhouses and conservatories, roof-top gardens, animal husbandry, and
community gardens.

Separated neighborhood and activity center descriptions. Set maximum density for neighborhoods consistent with
High Density Residential Zoning. Swimming pools are not an amenity encouraged in the urban context.
As amended, December 31, 2015

|
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Special Planning
Areas

Northern Arizona University to become more urban. Refer to NAU Master Plan.

Master Plans

Presidio West; Juniper Point

URBAN ACTIVITY CENTER CHARACTERISTICS
An area typically located at the intersection of two main thoroughfares. Urban activity centers include mixed-use, mix of housing type,
mixed price range, walkable, transit-oriented-design; can include regional commercial or neighborhood commercial.
Regional Urban Activity Center - Larger, mixed-use centers at intersections of Regional Travel and Circulation
Corridors; with direct access of multiple residential developments; with entertainment and cultural amenities;
public spaces; with transit-accessible employment opportunities; serves regional residents and visitors.
Neighborhood Urban Activity Center – smaller, mixed-use centers at intersections of Circulation Corridors and
Access Roads; with access to surrounding neighborhood; with local goods and services, public spaces; serves local
residents; transit and FUTS access.

Characteristics

Each Activity Center is unique with contextual and distinctive identities, derived from environmental features, a mix of uses, well-designed public spaces, parks, plazas, and high-quality urban design. In the commercial core of all urban activity centers, the first floor of the building is primarily commercial with storefront
windows built to the back of sidewalk. The building facade and and type changed frequently. Vertical mixed
use is strongly preferred. The pedestrian shed is made up of a variety of residential housing types. In historic neighborhoods, the activity center is anchored by historic buildings and residences in the pedestrian
shed mimic historic buildings types and patterns. They are well-designed for the purpose of maintaining
a unique sense of place and to attract the residents/clients desired. Refer to A Vision for Our Urban Activity
Centers on pg. IX-63.

Desired Pattern

Minimum 2 stories within a commercial core of an activity center and on an urban commercial corridors
Density Range

Residential Only: 13+ units per acre; Residential mixed-use: 8+ units per acre

Intensity

Regional scale and design
Floor area ratios (FARs) of 1.0+
Higher range of intensity closer to the commercial core of
activity centers and corridors;

Mix of Uses

Neighborhood scale and design
Floor area ratios (FARs) of 0.5+

Within commercial core: Government, services, education, offices, retail, restaurant, and tourism-related.
Residential opportunities, residential mixed-use, public spaces, place-making.
Within the pedestrian shed but not in a commercial core: higher-density residential, live-work units, homebased businesses, educational, greater connectivity to a commercial core.
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Commercial/
Employment

Vibrant and diverse mix of commercial uses. Commercial space is oriented towards civic spaces, the
pedestrian and sidewalk. Office and Employment opportunities in Regional Activity Centers are oriented
towards professional fields, such as medical, government, real estate, finance, and service sectors.

Residential

Regional activity centers provide mainly loft and apartment-style living in the commercial core that is bike,
pedestrian, and transit oriented to support workforce and student housing. Neighborhood activity centers
can provide a wide variety of housing choices from medium to high density. Activity centers that overlap
Historic Districts and neighborhoods borrow heavily from the surrounding historic architecture and scale.
Easy-to-access parking available via garages, shared lots, and on-street parking. Transit stops and routes
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located. Bicycle access and parking abundant. Pedestrian-oriented design.Very high road and pe-

Transportation

destrian infrastructure connectivity. Block sizes are smaller; gridded street networks preferred where not
prohibited by topography.

AREA TYPES
URBAN CORRIDOR CHARACTERISTICS

Corridors are where commercial development is encouraged; local streets and residential access are not considered urban corridors.
Great Streets are corridors with the greatest potential for reinvestment, beautification, and appropriate land uses. Refer to page IX-62 for
more discussion of Activity Centers (Map 24) and Corridors (Map 25), and the Great Streets and Gateways (Map 12.)

Characteristics of an
Urban Corridor

Urban Corridor

Serves larger capacities of vehicles and people, with more intense land uses. These corridors will be wider with
faster speed limits, yet street parking is encouraged and pedestrian safety is a priority. Provides well designed
signage, landscaping, and public spaces, with shops and services in buildings that front the street.
More frequent intersections with local roads. Local roads in an urban area type carry more through traffic than
suburban local roads. Thoroughfares and boulevards may be applied in the context of Traditional Neighborhood
Design (TND) and the use of transect zones.

Footnote: Block/Lot Size, air quality, solar access, Employment, Parks/Open Space, Conservation information about activity
centers from page IX-35 all apply to Urban Activity Centers and Corridors.
Better describe urban activity center
characteristics. better describe housing types
appropriate to Regional and Neighborhood Activity
Centers. Clarify what sections from Activity centers
also applies to corridors.

Character of an Urban Activity Center
As amended, December 31, 2015
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AREA TYPES
URBAN AREA GOALS AND POLICIES
Goal LU.9. Focus reinvestment, partnerships, regulations, and incentives on developing or
redeveloping urban areas.
Policy LU.9.1. Reinvest in urban areas.
Goal LU.10. Increase the proportion of urban neighborhoods to achieve walkable, compact growth.
Policy LU.10.1. Prioritize connectivity within all urban neighborhoods and activity centers.
Policy LU.10.2. Support on-street parking, shared lots, and parking structures.
Policy LU.10.3.Value thetraditional historic neighborhoods established around downtown by maintaining and improving
their highly walkable character, transit accessibility, diverse mix of land uses, and historic building form.
Policy LU.10.4. Develop specific plans for neighborhoods and activity centers to foster desired scale and form.
Policy LU.10.5. Consider vacant and underutilized parcels within the City’s existing urban neighborhoods as excellent
locations for contextual redevelopment that adds housing, shopping, employment, entertainment, and recreational options
for nearby residents and transit patrons.
Policy LU.10.6. In mixed use developments, encourage residential uses located above and behind commercial uses within
urban areas as well as a variety of housing types where appropriate.
Policy LU.10.7. Invest in infrastructure and right-of-way enhancements that favor the pedestrian and transit as an incentive
for private investment in urban neighborhoods and activity centers.
Policy LU.10.8. Include institutional uses, such as schools, within the urban context.
Policy LU.10.9. Civic spaces must be well designed, accessible, and central to the urban fabric.
Policy LU 10.10. Future urban activity centers and neighborhoods are designed based on gridded street systems with alleys,
considering constraints on connectivity, such as topography, the railroad and highways.
Provided consistent language between sections. Made 10.7 more consistent with the Urban description and HOH
Specific Plan. Added 10.10 for consistency with HOH Plan.
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AREA TYPES
While downtown is unique (it is defined on the Zoning Map with the Commercial Business (CB) zoning
designation), it functions as the focus of a larger core area anchored by Northern Arizona University to the south
and the Flagstaff Medical Center’s campus to the north. This is generally what is known as the Flagstaff Central
District as mapped in the Zoning Code. Most of this area has been designated with optionally-applied transect
zones as illustrated in Map 23, Downtown Regulating Plan, and it includes a number of historic neighborhoods
such as Flagstaff Townsite, North End, Southside, and parts of La Plaza Vieja. As these historic neighborhoods are
highly valued by Flagstaff residents, appropriate goals and polices to support their preservation are included in
Chapter VIII - Community Character.
The commercial core of Downtown Flagstaff is generally considered the T6 and T5 properties from the downtown
Regulating Plan. The Downtown is a unique Regional Activity Center. Preservation of its historic character is a
priority for the City. To develop a project in downtown, consider the vision goals and policies for Downtown first.
Then incorporate any information from Urban Neighborhood and Activity Center goals and policies and the Tables
describing Urban Activity Center Characteristicsrefer to the Urban Neighborhood Characteristics Table (pg. IX-35), the
Urban Activity Center Characteristics Table (pg. IX-36), and the Urban Corridor Characteristics Table (pg IX-37). See
Language reflects changes
to Maps 21 and 22 to
designate Downtown a
unique type of activity
center.

Map 23: Downtown Regulating Plan
SOURCE: Flagstaff Zoning Code
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AREA TYPES
SUBURBAN NEIGHBORHOOD CHARACTERISTICS

Suburban areas have medium to low densities of people, residences, jobs and activities; the streets and sidewalks vary in pattern; the area
is drivable to access homes and jobs, yet walkable by special pedestrian facilities like the Flagstaff Urban Trail System (FUTS); some services
and goods are available to the residents; the area may have access to public transportation.

Existing Suburban
*Symbol from Map 22

Future Suburban
*Symbol from Map 22

Desired Pattern

Well-connected neighborhoods, designed around an Activity Center. Quiet residential neighborhoods, consisting of
single-family homes, located toward the periphery of developed areas of the City. In or near activity centers, a mix
of single-family homes, duplexes, townhouses, and low-rise apartments would also be suitable.

Block Size

Blocks is variable in Suburban Neighborhoods. Blocks are well organized, with few bicycle and pedstrian dead ends.
Cul-de-sacs are minimized in the design of new neighborhoods.

Density Range

Residential lots 2 to 103 units/acre. Increased density is preferred within pedestrian shed of 6 units/acre +. For a
change of density range, a specific plan or development master plan must be developed for the pedestrian shed.
Residential Mixed-Use: 6 to 29 units/acre, outside of the pedestrian shed+

Intensity

Floor area ratios (FARs) of 0.2 and above. Suburban commercial, offices space, medical facilities, and institutional in
commercial core of an activity center and along commercial corridors.

Air Quality

Consider long-term impacts to air quality by proposed development, see page IV-10.

Solar Access

Consider solar access for all development, allowing passive and active solar collection.

Residential

Quiet residential neighborhoods, consisting of single-family homes, located toward the periphery of developed areas
of the City. In or near activity centers, a mix of single-family homes, duplexes, townhouses, and low-rise apartments
would also be suitable.
This classification may also include such supporting land uses as parks and recreation areas, religious institutions, and
schools. A full range of services and infrastructure is required, including public transit and bike trails.

Commercial

Commercial development in suburban neighborhoods is minimal, such as home-based businesses and childcare.
Refer to Suburban Activity Centers table on the following page for more commercial development options

Public/
Institutional

Uses like schools and churches create a central and well-connected neighborhood. Refer to Illustration of Suburban
Character on pg. IX-48.

Employment

Home-based businesses are appropriate in Suburban Neighborhoods. Industrial uses and Research and
Development are not appropriate outside of activity centers.

Parks

Suburban parks and recreation facilities are either publicly or privately owned and allow both active and passive
activities, as well as special use functions like recreation centers, golf courses, and swimming pools. This category
is inclusive of neighborhood parks, community parks, conservation parks and special purpose facilities. Future park
development is contingent upon the density and intensity of proposed development. Refer to Chapter XV - Recreation
and the City of Flagstaff and Coconino County Parks & Recreation Master Plans.

Open Space
Public Space

Suburban open space areas are for public or private use. Open spaces include natural areas, greenways, trails,
streetscapes, waterways, cemeteries, drainage ways, floodplains, corridors, wildlife refuges, wetlands, riparian areas,
and preserves. They are used for passive recreation such as hiking, picnicking, bicycling, horseback riding, and fishing.
Open space areas also may be preserved or restored for their aesthetic value, scenic areas and vistas, ecological
value, archeological and historical significance, and wildlife habitat. Refer to Chapter IV - Environmental Planning &
Conservation and Chapter V - Open Space

Conservation

Refer to the Natural Resources maps in Chapter IV - Environmental Planning & Conservation.

Agriculture

Food production – yard gardens, community gardens, fruit trees, greenhouses and conservatories, animal husbandry.

Special
Districts

Airport Business Park – Specific Plan needed; Flagstaff Cultural Center – Specific Plan needed; Coconino Community College campus; Innovation Mesa

Master Plans

Canyon del Rio
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Set suburban block size. Consistency with Urban Tables content and order. Filled in blank fields. Set maximum
density for Suburban neighbohoods for residential only. Better defined commercial core for suburban neighborhood
activity centers.

AREA TYPES

SUBURBAN ACTIVITY CENTERS CHARACTERISTICS

An area typically located at the intersection of two collectors or neighborhood streets, with vertical or horizontal mixed-use (mix of
any: businesses, retail, residential, offices, medical services, etc.), serving the surrounding neighborhoods. A suburban activity center can
serve a Regional Commercial or Neighborhood Commercial scale.

Map Symbol

Regional Suburban Activity Center: Larger, mixed-use centers at intersections of Regional Travel and Circulation Corridors; with access of large residential developments;
with entertainment and cultural amenities; public spaces; serves regional residents
and visitors. Large- scale high occupancy housing is appropriate in this scale of activity
center.
Neighborhood Suburban Activity Center: Smaller, mixed-use centers at intersections
of Circulation Corridors and Access Roads; with access to surrounding neighborhood;
with local goods and services, public spaces; serves local residents; transit and FUTS
access.

Suburban Activity Center Block Size:
600 to 1,000 x 600 to 1,000
Desired Pattern/
Block Size

Lot size is variable. Across any lot or block, bicycle
and pedestrian connectivity is generally
300 x 300 to 600
Photo credit: City of Flagstaff

Density Range

Residential Only: 6 - 1310 units per acre.
Residential mixed-use: 6+ units per acre

Intensity

Regional scale and design at Flagstaff Mall.
Floor area ratios (FARs) of 0.5+

Mix of Uses

Within commercial core: Services, offices, retail, restaurant and tourism-related. Residential opportunities,
residential mixed-use. Public spaces, place-making.
Within pedestrian shed but not in commercial core: higher-density residential, live-work units, home-based
businesses, educational, greater connectivity to a commercial core.

Neighborhood scale centers at all others.
Floor area ratios (FARs) of 0.35+

Regional Commercial is intended for all commercial and service uses that serve the needs of the entire
region, those which attract a regional or community-wide market, as well as tourism and travel-related
businesses. While uses located in this category typically tend to be auto-oriented, the regional commercial
category emphasizes safe and convenient personal mobility in many forms, with planning and design for pedestrian, bicycle and transit access and safety as an activity center.
Commercial

Employment

Transportation

Neighborhood Commercial is intended for all commercial retail and service uses that meet consumer
demands for frequently needed goods and services, with an emphasis on serving the surrounding residential
neighborhoods. These areas are typically anchored by a grocery store, with supporting retail and service
establishments. Development in this category may also include other neighborhood-oriented uses such as
schools, employment, day care, parks, and civic facilities, as well as residential uses as part of a mixed-use
development activity center. The commercial core is generally one block deep from the commercial corridor
frontage and transitions quickly into a residential setting. It may stretch along the corridor for several blocks
or merge with an adjacent activity center.
See Suburban Activity Centers – Research and development parks, business parks, and associated services
within suburban context and contextual with surrounding neighborhoods, campus settings, or within mixeduse development preferred within the pedestrian shed or “employment” locations. Light industrial within
“employment” locations only. (Moved from Neighborhood Page)
Easy-to-access parking available via shared lots, shared parking structures, lots and on-street parking with
pedestrian paths through and around parking areas. Transit stops available. Suburban block sizes may be larger
than urban areas but must have highly connected bike and pedestrian infrastructure across the block and
not solely around the block edges. Backage roads and collectors occur more frequently in suburban activity
centers than in suburban neighborhoods.
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Footnote: Block/Lot Size, air quality, solar access, Employment, Parks/Open Space, Conservation information about activity
centers from page IX-35 all apply to Urban Activity Centers and Corridors.

PLACE TYPES
A Vision for Our Activity Centers
Existing activity centers have great potential for increased activities,
densities and mixed-use with focused reinvestment by both the public and
private sectors. These are ideal locations for optimal transit connectivity,
increased pedestrian and bicycle use, and infrastructure improvements.
For example, activity centers around Northern Arizona University could
also meet the demand for more multi-family housing units, and studentoriented services and goods.
Potential new activity centers have been located where the future road
network intersects, and future development has been proposed. This Plan
encourages future development to be focused on, and planned around
activity centers.
Every activity center works at its own scale, serving the needs of the
surrounding community. That scale is directly related to the road types
serving the center and surrounding development.

Urban Activity Center

Regional centers – the biggest centers – are located at the intersection of
major roads and have multiple large residential developments with direct
access to it. They are the most appropriate location for mixed use housing
with densities over 29 units per acre.
Neighborhood centers are smaller areas that have commercial and mixed
use typically established at the intersections of circulation and access roads
and close to the corridor. They transition quickly to neighborhoods that
have easy access to them.
An urban activity center holds the greatest densities of housing and
intensities of commercial and retail space, yet it is still appropriately
designed for the region, contextual in scale and form, and architecturally
compliments the environment and views. Even the most urban areas of
Flagstaff have amazing views of the mountains, and respecting those views
maintains our unique sense of place. Higher densities and maintaining
views may seem like a contradiction, but it is a matter of thoughtful and
sensitive design. Urban activity centers have the densities that make transit
work while providing the creative places and where the social interactions
desired by today’s and tomorrow’s workforce can occur.

Suburban Activity Center

Suburban activity centers provide nodes for a neighborhood’s schools,
parks, local restaurants, and grocery stores. They are located next to
higher-density residential developments easily accessible by walking or
biking. They may provide an opportunity for medium-density mixed-use.
Rural activity centers are appropriate in scale to the rural community and
may be two or three stores in height, in which one additional activity is
considered “growth.” These are strategically located to provide amenities

Rural Activity Center

Clarified destinciton between Regional and neighborhood activity centers
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ACTIVITY CENTERS AND CORRIDORS GOALS AND POLICIES
Goal LU.18. Develop well designed activity centers and corridors with a variety of employment,
business, shopping, civic engagement, cultural opportunities, and residential choices.
Policy LU.18.1. Design activity centers and corridors appropriate to and within the context of each area type: urban,
suburban, or rural.
Policy LU.18.2. Strive for activity centers and corridors that are characterized by contextual and distinctive identities,
derived from history, environmental features, a mix of uses, well-designed public spaces, parks, plazas, and high-quality design.
Policy LU.18.3. Redevelop underutilized properties, upgrade aging infrastructure, and enhance rights-of-way and public
spaces so that existing activity centers and corridors can realize their full potential.
Refer to Chapter XI - Cost of Development for the potential of public-private partnerships.
Policy LU.18.4. Encourage developers to provide activity centers and corridors with housing of various types and price
points, especially attached and multi-family housing.
Policy LU.18.5. Plan for and support multi-modal activity centers and corridors with an emphasis on pedestrian and transit
friendly design.
Policy LU.18.6. Support increased densities within activity centers and corridors.
Policy LU.18.7. Concentrate commercial, retail, services, and mixed use within the activity center’s commercial core.
Policy LU.18.8. Increase residential densities, live-work units, and home occupations within the activity center’s pedestrian
shed.
Policy LU.18.9. Plan activity centers and corridors appropriate to their respective context and scale.
Policy LU.18.10. Corridors should increase their variety and intensity of uses as they approach activity centers.
Policy LU.18.11. Land use policies pertaining to a designated corridor generally apply to a depth of one parcel or one and
one-half blocks, whichever is greater.
Policy LU.18.12. Corridors should focus commercial development to the corridor frontage and residential to the back.
Policy LU.18.13. Promote higher density development in targeted areas where economically viable and desired by the public.
Policy LU.18.14. Endorse efficiency of infrastructure with compact development within targeted activity centers.
Policy LU.18.15. Actual pedestrian-shed boundaries will be established considering opportunities and constraints posed by
natural and man-made barriers like terrain or the interstate, road networks, and existing development patterns.
Policy LU.18.16. Adopt traffic regulations to increase awareness of pedestrian-oriented design for activity centers.
Policy LU.18.17. Mixed use developments over 50 units per acre should be located in regional-scale activity centers.
Goal LU.19. Develop a manageable evolution of the main corridors into contextual place makers.
Policy LU.19.1. Develop a specific plan for each “Great Street” corridor.
Policy LU.19.2. Establish the context and scale of each corridor prior to design with special consideration for those
intended to remain residential or natural in character.
Policy LU.19.3. Enhance the viewsheds and frame the view along the corridors through design.
Policy LU.19.4. Balance automobile use, parking, bicycle access, while prioritizing pedestrian safety along all corridors.
Refer to Chapter VIII - Community Character for the discussion of “Great Streets.”
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PLACE TYPES

Photo credit: City of Flagstaff

Neighborhoods and Commerical Corridors
Neighborhoods
Neighborhoods are defined by mostly residential areas that are knitted together with connections of roads, trails,
and sidewalks. Each neighborhood defines itself differently in the way of age, development patterns, architectural
style, and other elements. Refer to Chapter VIII - Community Character and Chapter XIII - Neighborhoods, Housing,
& Urban Conservation for more information about neighborhoods in the Flagstaff region.
Commerical Corridors
Commercial corridors are identified on Map 25: Road Network Illustration in Chapter X - Transportation. The
“Great Streets” discussion in Chapter VIII - Community Character identifies a number of corridors in the Flagstaff
region that could benefit from reinvestment, revitalization, and retrofit efforts. Refer to the Great Streets and
Gateways Map 12.
Policies promote corridors as community and neighborhood connectors, transportation routes, and energetic
places that are a magnet for mixed-use development and residential uses. Corridors are defined by pedestrianoriented streetscapes, and frequented as local gathering places (i.e., cafes, restaurants, and plazas). These areas
support surrounding neighborhoods and contribute to a more compact and consistent pattern of development.
Development adjacent to established neighborhoods will transition from higher to lower intensities to mitigate
impacts on residential areas.
Added LU. 18.7 policy to limit large-scale HOH to Regional scale activity
centers. Clarified definition of commercial corridors to match other text in
the Regional Plan.
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There was no room on the following pages from Chapter X Transportation to offer a rationale
for the edits.
During the process of understanding how the City can achieve better outcomes for High
Occupancy Housing projects. Staff reviewed what types of decisions were not being made
consistently or for which the plan provided unclear direction for decision-makers. The table in
Chapter X that described area-level “Levels of Service” was not providing all the information
needed to inform updates to the Engineering Design Standards and Specifications, and
ultimately, the adoption of a Master Streets Plan for the City.
The information on the tables is intended to inform decisions about changes to standards and
does not directly change any City policies or ordinances without further action by the City.

Mobility and Access
The region’s transportation system strives to improve mobility and access for people and goods by providing efficient,
effective, convenient, accessible, and safe transportation options. The focus is on moving people. Integrating convenient
mode choices into more compact and urban future development ensures necessary linkages between our urban,
suburban, and rural areas. Economic development, community character, and environmental and health objectives will
be advanced with a multi-modal system inclusive of roads and streets, transit routes, bicycle lanes, trails, and sidewalks.
Use Priority and Level of Service
This Plan’s goals and policies for mobility and access include prioritizing travel modes using context to prioritize
uses within the entire right-of-way (from back of sidewalk to back of sidewalk) and to set level of service standards.
ually within urban, suburban, and rural areas. Whereas measures for vehicular levels of service are well established,
multimodal levels of service will require further research and adaptation to Flagstaff regional conditions. Each type of
road or street has a use-priority that is stratified based on context and its expected desirability and activity level expected
for each road. Use the tables to decide what features to enhance and what features to moderate when right-of-way is
scarce or when different uses hinder the functionality of each other. For example; on a suburban arterial, the efficient
movement of automobiles - the high use priority, may not allow the space necessary to also park on the street, the low
use priority.
The tables also describe relative levels of service for each mode with high (H), medium (M), and low (L) set for
expectations of service. The service standards for automobiles applies to intersections and for all other modes, it applies
the area-place type on the Future Growth Illustration. These service levels are calibrated to the goals and policies of
the area-place types. For instance, in urban activity centers, a higher level of congestion is expected as a trade-off for
safer and comfortable pedestrian environment. Level of service standards in the Engineering Design Standards and
Specifications are needed for pedestrian, bicycle, and transit operations. For the pedestrian and bicycle modes, the
standards should go beyond space available on the road to include characteristics of the adjacent automobile traffic,
density of the network, connectivity, system completeness, and crossings. In the case of transit, considerations of
service frequency, and bus stop accessibility will be important. For example, providing for bicycle and pedestrian use
along arterials in urban areas would be a high priority, while those uses are not applicable on freeways and therefore no
designation is made there.
MOBILITY AND ACCESS GOALS AND POLICIES
Goal T.1. Improve mobility and access throughout the region.
Policy T.1.1. Integrate a balanced, multimodal, regional transportation system.
Policy T.1.2. Apply Complete Street Guidelines to accommodate all appropriate modes of travel in transportation improvement
projects.
Policy T.1.3. Transportation systems are consistent with the place type and needs of people.
Policy T.1.4. Provide a continuous transportation system with convenient transfer from one mode to another.
Policy T.1.5. Manage the operation and interaction of all modal systems for efficiency, effectiveness, safety, and to best mitigate
traffic congestion.
Policy T.1.6. Provide and promote strategies that increase alternate modes of travel and demand for vehicular travel to reduce
peak period traffic.
Policy T.1.7. Coordinate transportation and other public infrastructure investments efficiently to achieve land use and
economic goals.
Policy T.1.8. Plan for development to provide on-site, publicly-owned transportation improvements and provide adequate
parking.
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Use Priority and Level of Service
URBAN

Automobiles*

Transit

Bicycle

Pedestrian

TruckParking

Activity
Center

General

Activity
Center

General

Activity
Center

General

Activity
Center

General

Activity
Center

General

Freeways

n/a

M

n/a

(n/a)

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

M

Area LOS

n/a

n/a

(H)

(M)

(H)

(H)

(H)

(H)

n/a

n/a

Arterials

L M (L)

H (H)

H

MH

M

HM

H

M

LM

MM

Collectors

M (M)

M (M)

MH

MH

H

MH

H

H

LH

M

L

M

H

M

M

H

H

H

L

M

L (M)

L (H)

L

L

H

H

H

H

H

H

Thoroughfares
Locals

Use Priority and Level of Service
SUBURBAN

Freeways
Area LOS
Arterials
Collectors
Thoroughfares
Locals

Automobiles*
Activity
Center

General

n/a

M

n/a
MH
(M)
M (M)
n/a
L (H)

Transit

Bicycle

Pedestrian

Activity
Center

General

Activity
Center

General

Activity
Center

General

n/a

n/a
(H)

(n/a)
(M)

n/a
(H)

n/a
(M)

n/a
(H)

M H (M)

H

MH

HM

HM

M

M (M)

MH

LM

H

H

n/a
L (H)

n/a
L

n/a
L

n/a
H

n/a
H

TruckParking
Activity
Center

General

n/a
(M)

n/a

M

n/a

n/a

M

ML

ML

H

H

LH

M

n/a
H

n/a
H

n/a
H

n/a
H

Use Priority and Level of Service
RURAL

Automobiles*

Transit

Bicycle

Pedestrian

TruckParking

Activity
Center

General

Activity
Center

General

Activity
Center

General

Activity
Center

General

Activity
Center

General

Freeways

n/a

H

n/a

(n/a)

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

H

Area LOS

n/a

n/a

(L)

n/a

(M)

(L)

(M)

(L)

n/a

n/a

Arterials

H (H)

H (H)

L

L

H

M

L

L

HL

HL

Collectors

H (H)

H (H)

n/a

n/a

H

M

M

M

M

M

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

M (H)

M (H)

n/a

n/a

M

M

M

M

M

M

Thoroughfares
Local

H = High Priority		
M = Medium Priority
L = Low Priority
*The LOS for the Automobile category is for the rating of intersections, not area-place types. It also includes consideration of
truck traffic. The H, M, and L ranking show use priority. If the H, M, or L is in parentheses it shows a relative level of service.
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